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PREFACE

Decorated saddle blankets made and used by Native Americans of the
Plains are a distinctive art form, part of a tradition aptly named "the well

dressed horse" (Peterson, 1988). These saddle blankets have been briefly
described and illustrated in ethnographic studies and in the literature on
Plains beadwork, but there seems to be no systematic study of them - who
made them, who used them, when this use began, and why. This dearth of
information led me to investigate when and how these unique objects
became part of the material culture and the art tradition of the nineteenth

century Plains tribes. The following research traces the decorated saddle
blanket from its possible introduction by the Spanish to its emergence and
development as a recognizable art form among Plains peoples.
The following questions were raised:
As a new article, with no indigenous antecedents, was the idea of a

decorated saddle blanket borrowed from the Spanish?
Are the construction and decoration of existing blankets similar to the
techniques and styles used for other items of Plains material culture:
household equipment such as storage bags and tipi accessories and
personal possessions such as robes, dresses, shirts, leggings and pipe
bags?
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Do saddle blankets exhibit the generally recognized characteristics
of Plains art which relate to gender, wealth, status and religion?

Are there recognizable differences in saddle blankets which would
allow for a system of classification by style, region or time?

The basic assumptions with which I started were: (1) the idea of a

decorated saddle blanket was introduced by the Spanish, along with
numerous other items of horse gear, (2) the blankets present in museum

collections and seen on horses in photographs were, however, made by
Plains artisans, (3) although constructed primarily of trade materials, they

were not themselves a trade item originated by non-native sources, (4) the
Plains horse cultures were the predominant makers and users of decorated
saddle blankets, and (5).production of these objects was widespread
throughout all Plains groups from north to south, with recognizable tribal
differences.

I chose to restrict this study to those groups identified by scholars as

High Plains horse cultures - nomadic people who used the horse for
transportation, buffalo hunting and warfare, and lived on the Plains full time.
The Blackfoot, Crow, Cheyenne, Lakota and Kiowa are typical examples.

Horses and, presumably, horse gear, were also used by semi-nomadic
groups along the eastern edges of this area and in the Plateau and Great

Basin regions. These latter groups were excluded from the present study
based on my early assumption that the High Plains was the major location for
production and use of decorated saddle blankets.
The earliest references to indigenous saddle blankets, either pictorial
or written, are from the early nineteenth century, but preliminary study of
publications and collections indicates that most examples of this art form are
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attributed to the last quarter of the nineteenth and the first quarter of the
twentieth century. It seems appropriate to look at 1800 - 1850 as the period

of development for decorated saddle blankets, and 1850 1925 as the time
of stylistic refinement and differentiation. The years between 1850 and 1890
represent the height of production.

Decorated saddle blankets appear to be an innovative response by
Native Americans to the newly encountered situation of riding a horse. A
new mode of transportation and introduced trade goods were combined with
local materials, techniques and art styles to produce an object which went

beyond utilitarian purposes. Information from the literature, pictorial sources
and actual examples, compared with documentation available for Hispanic
horse gear of 1600 - 1880, indicates that Plains versions differ substantially

from those of the people who introduced the horse. They are an example of
a type of culture change, defined as innovation (Barnett, 1953).

Saddle blankets are constructed and decorated using techniques and
materials from both native and non-native cultures. Designs resemble those
used for other items of personal and household use and fit into an art

tradition based on the gender of the maker as well as the user, on individual
skill, and on the importance of the horse as an indicator of wealth.

Additionally, while the majority of saddle blankets in collections probably
were made between 1850 and 1925 they exhibit both similarities and
differences in style and construction when compared with the earliest
described examples.
Most studies of Plains beadwork and horse gear to date have not

examined variations in blankets over time or between specific groups or
regions. Given their common function as a protective layer between horse
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and saddle, blankets from all tribes are similar in some respects, such as size

and the materials used. Beyond these basic traits, differences occur which
can be linked to indigenous art styles, introduction of trade materials, and

gender of the rider. Availability of materials and changing fashions in design,
color use, or technique may also have affected decorative style. I looked for

an additional trait that might be useful for analysis. A basic difference, one
that does not appear to have been examined in the literature, and one I
chose to explore in some depth, is shape. This attribute can be used in

conjunction with those already well described for beadwork styles to
determine regional if not tribal provenience.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1594 Juan de Onate from the Spanish colony of Mexico introduced
horses into North America and by 1790 a French trader observed horses

equipped with Spanish halters, bits, and saddles in use by Native Americans

on the southern Canadian plains. Although North American peoples
adapted the Spanish pack saddle for riding, and Native Plains women
modified the Spanish man's saddle for personal use, they did not copy the

Spanish saddle blanket. Plains Indian decorated saddle blankets were an
innovative response to two needs: protection of the horse from native saddles

and reflection of a native rider's social status through ownership of horses
and horse gear.

The purpose of this paper is to defend the argument that introduction
of a new mode of transportation along with trade goods of various kinds

combined with an existing indigenous aesthetic to produce the decorated

saddle blanket as a distinctive art form. Colonial Spanish ranch and church
inventories, illustrations of conquistadores by Native Meso-American painters
of codex art, and representations of horse gear by native and non-native

artists from 1590 to 1910, which allow comparison of Hispanic saddles and
blankets with Plains native saddles and blankets, all demonstrate that Plains
blankets differ substantially from those of the people who introduced the

horse. Decorated saddle b(ankets, one facet of Plains horse culture, provide
an example of the types of change which occur when new ideas and

materials are introduced into an existing lifeway. Among the Native
American groups who made and used them, blankets show characteristic
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traits which can be identified, analyzed, and used to support the idea of the

decorated saddle blanket as an innovative cultural response. One of the
most distinctive variations is that of shape, which has not previously been
examined.
Clark Wissler, an early analyst of Plains culture, felt that the

characteristic traits of these people pre-existed the introduction of the horse
and were merely intensified by the switch from a pedestrian to an equestiran

life-style (1914). John Ewers, on the other hand, stated that the "influence of
the horse modified to a greater or lesser degree every major aspect of Plains
Indian life" and that it is "noteworthy that the majority of traits suggestive of

white influence are concerned with riding gear and transport equipment"
(1955 p. 339). Ewers stated that Indian inventions in response to specific
needs of horse use were part of the general fusion of elements that produced

the Plains equestrian culture (ibid). This borrowing and combining of
characteristics, or acculturation, provides a basis for understanding how the

decorated saddle blanket evolved.
In any study of material culture from either an art historical or an

anthropological perspective, the most important information is gained from
the objects themselves: how many of them exist, where they are located, and

how they have been viewed by scholars as well as the people who made

them. Several sources of information were utilized for this study. The
primary source was 72 actual examples of decorated saddle blankets from
the collections of nine museums.1

With one exception, these examples

1Denv& Art Museum, Denver Natural History Museum, Colorado Historical Society, Denver,
CO, Philbrook Art Museum, Tulsa, OK, Gilcrease Institute of American Art and History, Tulsa,
OK, Wyoming State Museum, Cheyenne, WY, Buffalo Bill Historical Center, Cody, WY. Lowie
Museum of Anthropology, Berkeley, CA, Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR.
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represent all that were available at each institution. Each blanket was
examined and photographed and information from associated museum
collection records was noted. In addition, 45 photos of other examples
belonging to galleries, private collectors, and museums not visited in person

were included. These were augmented by 135 photos and drawings
gathered from published works on beadwork and Plains tribes, historic photo

collections and major auction catalogs. Where documentation existed for
provenience (origin), age, and use, it was noted. In addition, the 72 actual
blankets were described by the following traits: shape, materials, construction

techniques, type of design element, and bead type and color. Photos and
drawings were described by these same traits, when such information was

available. All blankets are listed and described briefly in the Appendix, with
notation as to the accuracy of their age and provenience. Sixteen of the
blankets were attributed to tribes outside the geographical area of focus.

These are included in the Appendix and accounted for in the distribution
analysis as evidence of use beyond the Plains area.

The available information for individual saddle blankets presents
difficulties inherent in the study of other Native American artifacts and art

work. Collections themselves, whether private or museum, often lack
adequate documentation. The date of collection offers a latest possible time
for manufacture, but not necessarily an accurate one. Statements of origin

can also be questionable. Early collectors and ethnographers sometimes
attributed the manufacture of an item to the tribe from which it was collected,

explaining unusual features as influence by other groups. They did not
always take into account the amount of trade, gift giving and intermarriage
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that was a large part of the cultural exchange among the Plains peoples,

particularly during the reservation era (Ewers, 1955).
To supplement information gained from collection data, pictorial and

literary sources were used. These references included available
descriptions from early European and American contacts with Plains
peoples, such as fur traders, explorers, and missionaries. The paintings of
several European artists were examined for information about horse gear of

the early 1800's. Ledger drawings by Lakota, Cheyenne, Kiowa and
Arapaho artists provided information from 1860 through the beginning of the

reservation era. Finally, historic photographs provided additional information
for the reservation period through the early twentieth century. This
documentation was added to ethnographic information for the relevant
groups to establish as clearly as possible which types of blankets are

associated with the various tribes. An additional source of data was pictorial
and written descriptions of Hispanic horse gear from the period of conquest
through the nineteenth century.
Because of constraints, such as lack of documentation of collections,

idealized or inaccurate presentations by artists and photographers, individual
and cultural bias, and problems associated with bead type, color, or design
style, I looked for an additional element that might be used to examine saddle
blankets. The basic shape of the blanket itself appears to be related to

regional if not tribal provenience. Shape is distinctive and consistent for
various groups and areas of the Plains and is a stable feature for comparison

and identification. There is also some indication that shape is related to
gender of the user. Three major shapes and two minor ones occur: in order
of frequency these are the H, bordered rectangle, trapezoid, four lobed and
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animal pelt shape. It is hoped that blanket shape will offer a new tool for use
in identification. It is also hoped that the information on Hispanic and

indigenous horsegear, and Plains art presented in this thesis will provide a
general picture of the development of saddle blankets and their place in
Plains artistic tradition.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

While the available literature provides a basis for analysis of
decorated saddle blankets as cultural and artistic objects it does not examine
this subject in depth. No single author has attempted to describe differences
that appear in pictorial material and collections and relate these to regional
variations or development over time. In order to study saddle blankets it was
necessary to look at several sources of information: (a) readily available
descriptions of Hispanic horse gear, since Spanish influence was assumed
to be of major importance; (b) descriptions of Native American horsegear; (c)

standard cultural anthropology references describing acculturation, that is,

how new ideas are absorbed and modified; (d) literature which actually deals
with saddle blankets as recognizable artifacts; (e) information about Plains
beadwork and quiliwork, since the majority of the examples are decorated
with one or both; and (f) literature about Plains art, to determine how saddle

blankets fit into a generally accepted decorative tradition. Both written and
pictorial sources were included in the literature search.

Hispanic and Native American horsegear
In a publication devoted to the development of Western saddlery,
Richard Ahlborn discussed the historical prototypes that resulted in the

saddles used in Spain prior to 1500. He also examined available
information about the principal saddle types in colonial Mexico in order to
construct a model for the development of the western saddle (1980). Daniel
Rubin de Ia Barbolla studied the complexity of Mexican traditions of riding
styles and saddlery and how they were affected by New World environment
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and ranching practices (1980). John Hutchins stressed the impact of
Mexican and English influence on the saddles used by U.S. military and
commercial expeditions west of the Mississipi River in the nineteenth century

(1980). John Ewers (1969, 1980), and Clark Wissler (1915, 1916) both
studied Plains horse culture extensively through work with members of
various Plains tribes and contributed to information on early saddle
construction among Native Americans. These authors present a picture of
how horsegear was introduced to North America and what adaptations were

made for use under new conditions. They also indicate possible models for
horsegear used or adapted by Native Americans.

Acculturation

While no author in the literature of cultural anthropology specifically
discusses decorative horse gear, the concepts of acculturation can be used

to explore the possible origin of decorated saddle blankets. Although much
of this work was done fifteen or more years ago, it still offers generally

accepted explanations of acculturation, which serve to describe the adoption

of the horse and associated equipment. Edward Spicer has examined how
introduced traits are incorporated into an existing culture (1961). Homer
Barnett's work in particular accounts for the development of new traits that

combine elements of more than one culture (1953). This concept has been
analyzed with reference to trade goods and their use in Woodland groups by
George Quimby in a study which can also be applied to Plains culture. Both

Wissler (1914) and Ewers (1955) specifically discussed the development of
the Plains horse culture as an acculturative process, with Ewers analyzing
those elements which were either borrowed directly, adapted, or invented.
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Ewers, in particular, discusses indigenous saddles as illustrations of both

cultural exchange and original invention.

Saddle blankets as horsegear
Mention of saddle blankets is sparse in the literature dealing with
Plains horse culture. Clark Wissler, in articles about Dakota, Ute, Crow, and
Shoshone adoption of the horse and riding gear, briefly mentions the use of

saddles, but he does not describe any in detail, nor does he mention
differences in their appearance. He mentions "saddle cloths" only in
reference to a style of quillwork, and then without any elaboration. He adds,
though, that he failed to seek information on this point (1910). Writers like

Francis Haines and Mildred Mayhall describe saddles and mention folded
robes used as blankets, but again without description. Ethnologists such as
Alfred Kroeber, writing on the Arapaho and George Grinnell, describing the
Cheyenne, make no mention of saddle blankets. John Ewers, Walter

Wildschut, and Barbara Loeb include saddle blankets in disscussions of
Crow horsegear, but with limited examination of origin, comparison with other

groups, or traditions of development. Saddle blankets have been included in
the descriptive text of major collection catalogs, but again with only limited
exploration of origin or comparison between tribes.

This lack of information can be interpreted several ways. Decorated
saddle blankets may have been rarely made or used among some groups, or
they may have been overlooked by collectors or ethnographers whose

interests lay elsewhere. In addition, the representation of different Plains
groups in written discussion of horsegear is incomplete. Although authors
such as Wissler and Ewers have noted the widespread use of saddles and
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other pieces of riding equipment among the Lakota, Crow, and Blackfoot,
ethnographic materials for other groups such as the Gros Ventre,

Assinaboine, and Arapaho do not mention horse gear in any detail. In
addition, most data on saddle blankets suffers from a cultural as well as an

individual bias. Early 20th century ethnographers concentrated on those
aspects of Plains culture that they felt were in decline or about to disappear.
The interest of both writers and artists was centered on activities associated

with warfare and religion. These were the subjects which captured the
imagination of a public interested in the romanticism of the "vanishing
American." Domestic subjects and the activities of women did not attract as

much literary or artistic attention. This has probably skewed the information
available for the study of sadd'e blankets by not offering a complete picture of
Native American life.

Pictorial information, which can be used to supplement the literature,

presents its own set of problems. For example, there may not be equal
representation of both men's and women's decorative art in paintings, and
photographs, even though the majority of quill and beadwork was done by

women. There seem to be no women painters of European origin
represented in the well known collections of art depicting Native
Americans,no female ledger artists that I am aware of and few recognized

women photographers who concentrated on Plains groups. Additionally,
Euro-American artists differed not only in their skill at depicting details of

dress and surroundings, but also in their orientation to Native Americans.
Karl Bodmer is generally regarded as being scrupulous in his presentation of

visual detail. Thesarnecan be said of Rudolf Kurz and Nicholas Point, who
were also interested in presenting a realistic image of their subjects. George
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Catlin and Paul Kane, on the other hand, were more accurate in their field
sketches than in studio paintings, which were often idealized. Artists and
photographers often collected articles of dress and other artifacts which they
used as props when painting a wide variety of individuals from different

groups. These can be misleading to anyone who does not have access to a
wide range of their work to compare for repetition.
Ledger art is another source of information about horsegear, this time

by Native American artists. These drawings were done by Plains men as an
outgrowth of winter counts and tipi decoration and were documentary in

nature. Drawn or painted on paper, often ledger books, these images
recorded the war and hunting feats of individuals. They could be painted by
the subject of the feats or for him by recognized artists. A large body of these

paintings were done by Cheyenne, Arapaho and Kiowa men who were

imprisoned in Fort Marion, Florida, from 1875 1878 (Peterson, 1971).
Ledger art varies in the amount of detail it shows, but those of the late

nineteenth century, particularly by such artists as ZoTom, Frank Henderson,
Cohoe, and Amos Bad Heart Bull, offer a resource which scholars regard as

important and accurate (Blish, 1967, Hail, 1980; Peterson, 1971). The main
difficulty with these pictorial sources is, again, one of gender bias. Most such

drawings are records of important men's activities: war parties, warrior

society ceremonies and other personal exploits. They do indicate that men
rarely used decorated saddle blankets. There are an important few drawings
which do show women's activities, however, and can be used to corroborate
details of design and use of saddle blankets.

The drawings made by the Sioux artist Amos Bad Heart Bull (18691913), although done between 1890 and 1910, included a section of
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drawings which he described as "events perhaps earlier than 1856" (Blish,

1967). These were based on knowledge acquired from older family
members and show significant differences in horse gear compared with his
drawings of later events. The detail in all his pictures is quite specific for
different tribes and for white soldiers and shows an elaboration of indigenous
horse gears including the saddle blanket, prior to 1860. It also indicates

changes from the pre-1856 period to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. He included explanatory notes in Lakota for most of the drawings.
Bush feels that Bad Heart Bull's work stands apart from other ledger art for

both its artistic and its historic content. "[hisj guiding purpose is the faithful
and detailed recording of the life of the Oglalas..." (1967, p.59). The details
he shows are corroborated by other Lakota artists from the same time period.
Field photographs pose some of the same problems as collected

artifacts and paintings, since being pictured wearing or using an article of
beadwork does not necessarily guarantee manufacture by the owners or the

group to which they belong. Photographs may be unsigned or undated and,
if they have come into a collection in the same way as many artifacts do, they

arrive with similar problems of inaccurate information.

Beadwork and other decorative traditions
Some writers, in their discussion of beadwork, do mention saddle
blankets. In describing decorative art of the Dakota Sioux, Clark Wissler
mentions saddle "cloths" in reference to a style of quillwork associated with

young women (1904). Both John Ewers, with Walter Wildschut (1959) and
Barbara Loeb (1983) have described horsegear in their studies of Crow

beadwork. Other Plains scholars have included saddle blankets as part of
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information on horsegear in the catalogs of major collections (Conn 1982,
1986; Hail 1980; Walton et al, 1985). Here, as with references to horse gear
in general, blankets have been attributed to specific groups, but without

comparison other than general discussion of beadwork styles.
Dating and identification by the analysis of beadwork styles and of
beads themselves can be subject to pitfalls. One of the better known studies
in this area is that of Carrie Lyford, who categorized the quill and beadwork of

the Western or Lakota Sioux into three periods: Pony Bead (1800-1840),

First Seed Bead (1840-1870), and Second Seed Bead (post 1870). These
designations were based on design elements as well as bead type (1979).
In this and similar studies, the major factors have been the use of pony, seed,

cut and metallic beads in primary, pastel or transparent colors.2 Based on
traders' accounts, pictorial evidence and collected artifacts, pony beads are
generally assumed to have been the earliest beads in use by the various

Plains groups. Seed and cut beads followed, with metallic beads not being
introduced until after 1880.
But, as some authors have pointed out, such assumptions may be

innacurate (Conn, 1985; Gallagher & Powell, 1953). A valuable and
sometimes scarce commodity, beads often outlast the object they decorate

and can be reused at a later time on other pieces. In addition it has not yet
been possible to trace most bead types to particular manufacturers or specific

dates, although we do know that Venetian beads were being made for trade
somewhat earlier than Bohemian ones, and that Japanese beads date from

the twentieth century (Hail, 1980). Bead types can also be categorized on
the basis of color ( see Glossary). Bead color seems to be a more reliable
2 Bead types and colors are described in the Glossary
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clue for tribal attribution than for age. The Lakota, Cheyenne, and Arapaho

commonly use more primary colors, with or without black. The Crow,
Blackfoot, and other Northern Plains groups use more pastel and medium

values (ibid). Bead type and color, however, must be combined with other
information, such as decoration technique and use of other materials, in
order to identify objects more accurately.

Using design style can also cause problems in identifying beadwork,
particularly when considering floral designs.
"Most of the styles of the late seed bead period can be classified
according to regionsNorthern, Central, Southern and Southwestern
Plainsbut floral forms from the East spread across regional
boundaries. Variations between tribes within these regions are many,
but because of the great amount of trading, intermarriage, gift-giving,
and decorative imitation among neighboring groups, it is not possible
to define tribal styles completely" (Hail, 1980, p.57).
Plains art tradition

Plains art tradition has been analyzed by many scholars. Ted Brasser
and Norman Feder, for example, have discussed the importance of the horse

to Plains culture as reflected in their art (Brasser, 1972, Feder, 1971). They
and other authors have emphasized the effects of nomadism on artistic

expression. Richard Conn has written of the importance to the Plains people

of making and using aesthetically pleasing objects, describing how creative
skill enhances the function of a utilitarian article (1972, 1976, 1982, 1986).
Marsha Bol and Barbara Hail, among others, point out the presence of
gender differences in artistic expression and the pervasive effect of this on

Plains art (Bol, 1989, Hail, 1980). All of these authors have noted the
proliferation of beadwork and the exchange of ideas among many tribes

during the reservation period. They have also pointed out the changes that
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took place during that era as the whole way of life for Plains peoples
changed in response to the restrictions placed on traditional military,
economic, and religious practices.
In summary, these sources do not constitute an exhaustive study of all

available information. Other museum collections of both artifacts and historic

photographs would supplement written and pictorial information, particularly

for Southern and Canadian Plains use of decorated saddle blankets. While
the literature cited above provides a basis for analysis of these blankets as

cultural and artistic objects, it does not examine the subject in depth. No
single author has attempted to describe the differences that appear in

pictorial material and collections and relate them to regional variation or
development over time. This study will attempt to do so by examining the
introduction of the horse and its related gear by the Spanish and the factors
that may have led to the development of Native American horsegear,

specifically decorated saddle blanket variations.
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THE SPREAD OF THE HORSE FROM NEW MEXICO THROUGHOUT THE

PLAINS AND ITS EARLY ADOPTION FOR USE BY NATIVE AMERICANS

Although Coronado's expedition from Mexico into present day Kansas
in 1541 left no horses behind, it opened the area described as the Plains to

European influence. During the period of Hispanic settlement in New
Mexico, from the late sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, Spanish-

bred horses spread gradually north and east. When horses arrived in what is
now the southwestern United States, there were native groups on the High

Plains who were completely nomadic. These people had been moving onto
the Plains from the north and west since 1 A.D. They depended on the
buffalo as a major source of food and clothing and were a pedestrian people,

although they used the dog as a pack animal. Coronado encountered the
Apache on the Southern Plains in 1541 (Hail, 1980). During this time the
Blackfeet in the north, Shoshone and Comanche in the Montana-Wyoming
area, and the Kiowa further south were also moving onto the Plains. They
were joined over the next two hundred years by groups such as the Dakota
and Crow, who were pushed south and west by the European settlement of

eastern North America. The Blackfeet, along with other groups such as the
Cheyenne and Arapaho, continued to move southward toward the major
diffusion centers of the horse (Ewers, 1955). These nomadic peoples all
adopted the horse.

Trade between Hispanic settlers and southern Plains groups, such as
the Comanche, introduced a few animals to Native Americans and more

were stolen, particularly after the Pueblo rebellion of 1680. Trade and
raiding activities with EuroAmericans and between indigenous groups
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continued as a source of acquisition and became a major element in the total
horse culture of the Plains.. Within 200 years, horses had spread from New
Mexico to southern Canada and the Missouri River (Figure 1). This dispersal
of the animals set the boundaries for the horse culture of the High Plains
nomadic groups.
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By the first part of the nineteenth century there were two recognizable

populations of Plains people, the Eastern or Village and the Western or High
Plains. In the east were the Mandan, Hidatsa, Ankara, Oto, Missouri, Iowa,
Osage, Kansa, Quapaw, Wichita, Pawnee, Ponca, Santee Dakota, Yankton

Dakota3, Omaha, and Caddo. These tribes were semi-nomadic, living in
stable village groups for most of the year and engaging in both horticulture

and seasonal buffalo hunts. The High Plains people of the western region
became the true horse nomads. They included the Arapaho, Assiniboine,
Gros Ventre, Blackfoot, Crow, Cheyenne, Comanche, Kiowa, Kiowa-Apache,

Teton Dakota, and Sarsi. Other neighboring groups also acquired the horse,
but they have not been included in this study.4 The Nez Perce, Flathead,

Eastern Shoshone, and Ute of the Great Basin and Plateau regions were part

time residents of the Plains when they conducted annual bison hunts. The
Plains Ojibwa and Plains Cree to the north also adapted to horse nomadism
as they moved out of the eastern Woodland area and represent the

northernmost extension of Plains culture (Hail, 1980). The historic location of
these tribes is indicated in Figure 2.
All of the tribes who engaged in full or part time nomadism were
involved to some extent in the trade and use of the horse and, therefore, in

adopting or inventing technolog1 to use with this animal. Since horses were
traded along well established, pre-contact indigenous routes, they often

preceded association with Hispanic and other Euro-American travelers. This

3 The term Dalcota is used to refer to the groups commonly called Sioux. The western Dakota

or Teton bands refer to themselves as Lakota.
the outset of this research I made the choice to concentrate on the Plains area. A few
saddle blankets attributed to the Plateau and Great Basin areas were represented in the
collections documented and in the literary and pictorial Sources. These examples porvide
points of comparison with the Plains material.
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fact affected the use of the animals. On the Plains, the response to using the
horse as both a pack animal and a personal mount, as well as the adaptation
of riding gear, show the effects of acculturation: culture change within a
society in response to outside sources of information and/or material objects.
According to Linton the starting point for looking at acculturation is the
complex whole that includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, and custom
acquired and transmitted by members of a particular society (1972).

Individuals are the culture bearers and the mediators in any cultural process,
and it is they who alter their habits of doing and believing under the influence
of either internal change or external contact (Barnett, 1972). Barnett states

that the intercultural transmission of ideas, traits, or objects between systems
involves two basic concepts, filtering and transformation. The patterns and
values of the receiving culture act as filters which accept or reject the

incoming influence. Then those elements accepted undergo transformations
related to the values of the receiving culture (1954). Edward Spicer, in his

model of cultural integration, explains this pattern of acceptance and
rejection as incorporation (1961). He states that a major trait, such as the use
of the horse for transporting goods, or a minor trait, such as the shape of a
saddle, may be transferred from one group to another. The transfer takes

place in a way that somehow 'fits' into the culture of the receivers who, free to

pick and choose without coercion, remain relatively unchanged but
enhanced by the new traits.
This concept, fusional integration, is illustrated by the general pattern

of acceptance, rejection, and development of other traits, ideas, and objects

related to the horse. The following features of European origin, for example,
were accepted by the Plains peoples: raw-hide covered wooden frame
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saddles, lariats, horse corrals, color names for horses, and pad saddles. On
the other hand the Plains horse culture rejected branding as a means of
ownership identification, iron horse shoes, and the sidesaddle for women
(Ewers, 1955)

The first response of the Plains tribes to the introduction of the horse

was to incorporate it into an already existing pattern. "Their experience with
dogs as transport animals prepared the Plains Indians for acceptance of the
horse as a stronger and more useful 'big dog' which would relieve them from

carrying heavy burdens and expedite hunting" (Ewers, 1955, p. 331). This
concept is evidenced by the fact that the word for 'horse' in many tribes is a

variant of the word for dog (Roe, 1955). The adaptation of the horse to

transport household goods required little new technology and is an example
of fusional integration (Spicer, 1961).
In the pedestrian period of Plains culture there was little resembling
later, elaborate, horse gear. A Bodmer drawing (Davis & Bennefeldt, 1976)
shows a dog with a travois - an arrangement of poles and hide strips used to

transport household goods. (Figure 3)

JJA

Figure 3. Dog with harness and travois poles (Davis & Bennefeldt, 1976, p.
203)
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There is no visible decoration of the straps and collar holding the poles and
no sign of a blanket in this or other pictures or photographs of dog travois.

The horse, like the dog, dragged bundles of tipi poles or a travois and carried
storage bags strapped to its back, probably with little elaboration at first.
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SPANISH INTRODUCTION OF THE HORSE AND HORSE GEAR

In order to understand the development of the Plains Indian decorated

saddle blanket, it is necessary to know what horse gear the Spanish brought
with them to the New World and how the original design of saddles and
blankets was changed over time by both Hispanic settlers and others who
adapted Spanish riding equipment. If the assumption is made that the

design of Colonial Spanish horse gear influenced the development of later
riding equipment, then available descriptions of Hispanic saddles and
blankets may provide potential models for those developed by native

peoples. Background for the question of Spanish influence is gained from
sources covering the period from the late sixteenth through the early

nineteenth century. These sources provide opportunities to compare
Spanish conquistador saddles and blankets with later Mexican styles of 1600
to 1880; and Mexican styles with Plains versions of saddles and blankets
from 1790 to 1910.

Spanish conquistador saddles and blankets

Pictures of the Spanish conquistadores show saddles of two types: the

heavy estradiota which was used in battle and the lighter jineta for everyday
riding. (Figures 4 & 5,). Both styles appear in codex paintings done by
Mexican Indians of the 16th century (cited in Rubin, 1980). The construction
of these two types was similar, according to descriptions and examination of

museum examples by Rubin and Ahlborn (1980). Wooden frames were
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Figure 4 La estradiota saddle, perhaps with a cojin pad (Rubin, 1980, p. 23).

Figure 4. La jineta with a decorated mochila and no visible saddle pad
(Rubin, 1980, p. 27)
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covered with leather or rawhide and were padded on the underside to protect

the horse's back. Additional protection was sometimes provided by a
separate pad or blanket of two types: el co/in, a large, heavy rectangular

saddle cloth, or el sudadero, a flat cushion used to protect the saddle from
dirt and to make it fit the animal's back (Ahlborn, 1980). Neither of these
pads seems to have been elaborately decorated, although there is some
visual indication that the cohn may occasionally have had a fringe or border

on four sides. Examples of Spanish saddles from the 16th century, such as
the estradiota war saddle made for Phillip II of Spain, demonstrate the

Spanish aesthetic for decoration of horsegear. Ornate embroidery and
silverwork was applied not to the saddle itself, but to the mochila, a roughly
rectangular covering with slits to allow it to fit over the pommel and cantle of

the saddle (figure 6).

J :'

-

Figure 6. Estradiota saddle, made for Philip II of Spain, showing mochila
(Ahlborn, 1980, p.10).
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The visual impact of the mochila ornamentation and the decoration of

some later Native American saddles and saddle blankets is similar. The
deocrative elements are in the corners or form a border on all four sides,

leaving the center relatively plain. The embroidered or tooled designs
themselves have not been documented as a direct influence on Plains
beadwork in the way that the floral motifs of French settlers and fur traders
have been traced. It is likely that the apparent similarities between mochila

decoration, later saddle decoration and Plains saddle blanket design is a
superficial one resulting from a tendency to embellish the part that is visible,
not covered by the rider's body.
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Mexican rancher's saddle as an adaptation of the conquistador saddle

The Hispanic saddle common in Mexico after the period of the
conquistadors borrowed elements from both Ia estradiota and Ia jineta. It,

too, was constructed with a shaped wooden frame covered with vat tanned

leather or rawhide and probably was padded on the underside, as were the
earlier Spanish styles. Inventories from that time list saddles but not saddle
blankets, supporting the idea that additional padding was not always

required (Ahlborn, 1980). In examples of colonial Mexican saddles
illustrated in Rubin, the saddle decoration takes the form of tooling in the area

around the pommel and cantle and silver conchas or studs in patterns along

the edges (1980). These colonial Mexican saddles also were present in New
Mexico by 1598 (Ahlborn, 1980).

A later variation, developed from these early Colonial prototypes, was
the Mexican vaquero or cowboy version which became common throughout
the southwest. By the 19th century, the vaquero saddles were described as

having either a padded lining or a separate pad, again called a sudadero
(Rubin, 1980). Illustrations and descriptions in Rubin indicate that the
conquistador mochila had been replaced in some cases by skirtlike additions
to the saddle itself (1980). These skirts were often decorated with elaborate

tooling and silverwork. The Hispanic decorative tradition, therefore, involved
the mochila, the saddle itself, and accoutrements such as stirrup covers,

crupper, and bridle. Illustrations show little elaboration of the sudadero or
other padding beyond a simple fringe or plain border on all sides until the
second half of the nineteenth century.
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Whether or not these saddles and any associated padding were the
direct models for later Native American versions is somewhat difficult to

ascertain because of gaps in available information for Hispanic saddles of

the 17th and 18th centuries (Ahlborn, 1980). English saddles were also in
general use in the settled parts of the United States in the early nineteenth
century. The pommel and cantle of this type was quite low in comparison
with Mexican counterparts. They were constructed of wood and steel, with
padded seats and small rounded skirts over larger leather flaps and had

padding attached to the underside to protect the horse's back. In the decade
of the 1 820s, however, the American traders and trappers who were entering

the Great Plains were using the Mexican saddletree because it afforded
greater security than the flat English variety (Hutchins, 1980).
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NATIVE AMERICAN ADAPTATION OF SPANISH HORSEGEAR

As horses became available to greater numbers of people in more

tribes throughout the 18th century, utilization as individual mounts became
common. This equestrian use of the horse did prompt new technology in the
form of associated equipment: halter and reins for control while riding, saddle
and stirrups to make sitting for long periods of time more comfortable, and
saddle blankets to protect the horse itself from the chafing of the saddle.

Along with the horse came some actual Hispanic riding gear. In 1792 a
French trader saw horses equipped with Mexican saddles and bridles among

the Mandan (Ewers, 1955). In 1805 Lewis and Clark found Spanish riding
gear among the Shoshone, and in 1877 Crow Indians on the Yellowstone
River were riding Mexican style saddles made by a California company (in
Ewers, 1955, 1980). These facts are important from the standpoint of looking

at indigenous horsegear as something developed not only from introduced
models, but also as original responses to new situations. Although saddles

and other horse gear were actively sought by Native Americans, the demand
could well have exceeded the supply. This, and the fact that the horse often
preceded direct contact with non-natives, led to adaptations and even more

directly to decorated saddle blankets than any model provided by Spanish

equipment. The Hispanic models, however, may have provided some
precursors for native copies, especially in the southwest.
The indigenous responses to equestrian use of the horse furnish other
examples of acculturation, both fusional integration and, in the case of the

decorated saddle blanket, innovation. This process goes beyond
acceptance and adaptation of ideas to produce a new trait or article by
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linking traditional features with foreign ones (Barnett, 1953). The linkages

between introduced and indigenous ideas and the resulting innovation can
often be identified and analyzed through the record left by material culture.
One author who has analyzed such change in the context of trade goods and
their use by Native Americans is George Quimby. In discussing the
connections between Indian culture and European trade goods in the
Western Great Lakes region, Quimby has described several categories of
change which are reflected by artifacts. In doing so he has outlined concepts

that fit the Plains area as well (1966). He expresses the idea that:
"The fur trade and contact with white men had produced a cultural
change as well as a uniformity in the material culture of various tribal
groups -- a kind of Pan-Indian culture throughout the region. The
groups of Indians whose culture was changing because of contact with
Western civilization made and/or used certain artifacts that reflected
processes of cultural change and translated it into practically
imperishable form" (ibid, p. 9).
The first of Quimby's categories of change describes types of artifacts

received through trade or other contact channels. These include such items
as woolen blankets, awls and needles of steel, and silver ornaments (ibid).
For the purposes of this discussion I would add Hispanic horsegear. By the

1700's, New Mexican settlers were presenting cojiniios - small saddle pads
or cushions - to Indian allies (Alhborn, 1980). In addition, Hispanic saddles
and other equipment were in evidence on the Plains as noted above.
Another category is that of artifacts copied from introduced models.

Some were reproduced with local materials by native manufacture; others
were made andlor decorated using both imported and native materials.
Quimby mentions skin clothing, modeled after imported styles but decorated

with paint, beads or quiliwork, as one example. European style trunks made
of rawhide, and iron awls with bone or wood handles of Indian design also
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illustrate this adaptation (ibid). If we extend the model to the Plains cultures,

halters, cruppers, and stirrups were copied from Hispanic examples, but used
local tanning techniques and quill or bead decoration, rather than vat tanned

leather and silver. Saddles also were copied or adapted with the use of
indigenous materials and techniques. The evidence for this practice exists in
the literature, paintings and collected objects of Europeans and Americans
who traveled through much of the Plains prior to 1860. Bodmer, Catlin, Kurz,
Kane and Point were meticulous observers whose interest in exotic peoples
led them to record Native American material culture in detail. Their records,
pictures, and collections of artifacts record the objects of horse gear that were

widespread throughout the Plains. These sources indicate that several
solutions to the problem of providing for a rider's comfort had probably
evolved by the mid- eighteenth century. The simplest arrangement, other
than riding bareback, was a piece of tanned hide, held in place with a wide

soft cinch or strap which was replaced by various textiles during the last half
of the nineteenth century (Haines, 1971). This arrangement was illustrated
by Nicholas Pointe, among other observors (1967). From other pictorial and
written evidence four types of true saddles were common at that time among

the Plains Indians: pad, high horn, prairie chicken snare and pack. All are
thought to be adaptations of one or another Hispanic saddle.

Adaptation of the Hispanic pack saddle or pad

Ewers has concluded that the pad saddle (Figure 7) was the oldest
type (1955, 1980)). It was described by fur traders as early as 1754 for the

Indians in the Saskatchewan Valley and by 1809 for the Blackfoot, Assiniboin
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and Cree and may have been an adaptation of a type of Hispanic pack

saddle common in the mid-l8th century both in Mexico and its territories.
Ewers' description is of "two cushions of tanned cowhide, four cornered and
stuffed with hay, known on the northern Mexican border as el cojinillo" (1980,

p.74)5. Examples of pad saddles in collections resemble the pack saddle
mentioned by Ewers, the smaller saddle pad called the sudadero, and the

pad used under wooden pack saddles of the period. Peter Rindisbacher
included a quilled pad saddle in an 1829 painting entitled "Sioux Warrior
Charging" (Ewers, 1980, p.75). Paul Kane, Rudolph Kurz, and other artists or
the mid-eighteenth also pictured men's horses with decorated as well as
plain examples.

Figure 7. Pad saddle (Mails, 1972, p.227)

Ahlborn defines cojinillos as small saddle pads given as gifts to Indian allies in the 1700s
(1980)
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Adaptation of the Hispanic man's saddle.

In 1766, Alexander Henry described a second type of saddle in use by
women which Ewers feels was adapted but not copied directly from any

Euro-American or Hispanic model (1955). The Mexican vaquero, or cowboy
saddle, as well as the Spanish tree saddles in use by fur traders and other
travelers to the Plains area, may have served as prototypes. The wooden
frame rose ten inches front and back, with the tops of each 'horn' being bent
over and spread to form a flat disk up to six inches in diameter. A cover of
buffalo or other rawhide was laced on wet, shrinking as it dried to form a

durable saddle. Twisted fringes in the south and beaded pendants in the
north was often added to the front and back horn as well as a hook for the

suspension of cradles,other baggage (Figure 8). These saddles were
illustrated from the 1830s on in use over some sort padding. After 1860, they
are most often pictured with a decorated saddle blanket.

Figure 8. Woman's saddle with pommel horn for hanging articles
(Mails, 1972, p.232)
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The third type, the prairie chicken snare, resembles the woman's

saddle in construction with hide covered wooden sideboards, but with a
shorter front horn made of a naturally occurring wood or antler fork (Figure 9).
The back horn could either mirror the front or be a low rounded form, more

nearly like the cantle of the Spanish saddle. Researchers such as Ewers feel
that this type was a later innovation, not in use before 1850 (1980). It may

have been a Southern Plains variant that was a closer copy of a Spanish
model. The prairie chicken snare saddle was used not only for riding by both
men and woman, but also for packing belongings and is usually illustrated

with a piece of hide under it. (ibid).

Figure 9. Prairie chicken snare saddle (Mails, 1972, p. 228)
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Pack saddles could be larger versions of either the pad or the

women's high horned type, without decoration (figure 10). While the wood
framed variety used a blanket, the pad used for packing did not.
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Figure 10. Pack saddle (Mails, 1972, p. 232

Ethnographic studies, photographs, and ledger drawings indicate that all four
saddle types - pad, high horned woman's, and prairie chicken snare, and

pack - remained popular until the reservation period. At that time, when the
tribes began to use the western stock saddle (a variation of the Spanish tree),

the older versions continued to be used to some extent. The woman's
saddle, in particular, remained as an important piece of horse gear used for
festive occasions.

All of these saddles, with the exception of the large pack/pad version,

required a layer of protection for the horse's back. This need for padding led
to a type of artifact not included in Quimby's study: indigenous, innovative

responses to introduced objects. Such a category is particularly important
because it is clear that the Plains decorated saddle blanket had no direct
Hispanic prototype. It developed because most Plains saddles required
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padding to protect the horse's back and because of an emerging tradition of

horse adornment. As an innovation, it links elements
from both cultures (Barnett, 1953). Decorative traditions in other items of
personal and household objects provide some of the elements of connection

between the introduced ideas and the old technologies. Examples of this
linkage include the prior use of painted designs, fringe, and quillwork
decoration on clothing, and the incorporation of the leg extensions of hides
as a decorative element. These, combined with the need for some sort of
padding for the Indian saddle, became the distinctive blanket which is the

subject of this study. All of the pictorial and literary sources examined have
indicated the use of a blanket of some sort. The form and decoration of these
blankets, however, may have been related to more than just the comfort of
the horse.

Saddle blankets as a functional protection for the horse

The development of saddles defines the use of saddle blankets.
As already stated, the early Spanish and Hispanic saddles did not

necessarily require additional padding. When padding, in the form of the
sudadero or co/in was used, it was not decorated. According to Hutchins,

during the early 1800's, the American Fur Company inventories listed

Spanish saddles as being bought in greater numbers than English and
Indian types. A similar variation, known as the Spanish tree, spread well
beyond Hispanic centers of manufacture and was fabricated in St. Louis as

well as east coast cities. (Figure 11).
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The U.S. army was using the Spanish tree style by the 1830's (ibid).

This saddle may have influenced the development of the non-native saddle

blanket. Like its Spanish precursors, this version had a padded underside to

Figure 11. Spanish type saddle made in St Louis (Hutchins, 1980, p.56)

protect the horse. Usually made of wool, animal hair, or plant fiber covered
with leather or a textile, these padding materials were less than satisfactory

since they deteriorated quickly. Repair was difficult because the original
construction involved materials and techniques not easity duplicated away
from centers of manufacture. To solve this problem, the U.S. Army, for

example converted to a combination of unpadded saddle and blanket as
early as 1840 (Hutchins, 1980). Other users of Spanish type saddles were
also attempting to cope with the problem of padding. As Hutchins notes,
"mountain men seem always to have preferred placing beneath their saddles
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a blanket, a bear skin or a square piece of buffalo robe, the latter being
known, in the various spellings of fur trade literature as an apishamore,
epishameau or apishamo" (1980, p. 50)6. Spanish type saddles, then, did
not necessarily require a blanket, but the fact that saddle padding did not

hold up under hard use led to alternatives. Native American frame saddles,
unlike any of the possible Euro-American models, did not have built in

padding. Both types were probably in use by 19th century Plains people and
required an additional source of protection for the horse's back. The saddle
blanket that was utilized to fit this need evolved over time to include both

utilitarian and decorative examples.

6Ahlborn has defined the term apishamore or apishameau as one derived from an Ojibwa
word, apisharnon, meaning saddle blanket or saddle cover (1980). Loeb, and others, have
used the word to refer to a double saddlebag or similar saddle trapping used behind the saddle
(1983).
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DEVELOPMENT OF DECORATED SADDLE BLANKETS AS AN
EXPRESSION OF PLAINS ARTISTIC TRADITION

From its beginnings as a "big dog" to carry belongings, the horse
became a symbol of Plains culture. It found a place in the mythology and

ceremony of most people in this area and, according to both Wissler (1914)
and Ewers (1955), became evidence of power and prestige, and contributed
to a system of wealth leading to the emergence of poor and rich families.
Large numbers of horses were accumulated and then loaned or given to less

fortunate people to demonstrate prestige and civic responsibility. Individual
horses such as well trained war or hunting mounts became associated with
their riders and were treated as valuable property. The change in the status

of the horse was parallelled in the development of decorated horse gear,

including saddle blankets.

Utilitarian beginnings
Early descriptions of blankets as riding equipment indicate the use of

undecorated hide. Wissler quotes Henry as saying, in 1809, that 'under each
type of saddle are placed two or three folds of soft dressed buffalo skin, to

keep the horse from getting a sore back' (cited in Ewers, 1955). Ewers' own
Blackfoot informants described saddle blankets, from the late nineteenth
century, made from buffalo shoulder, which had the longest hair, or buffalo
breast, which had the thickest hide, as well as deer, bear, or mountain goat

(Ewers, 1955). Hide blankets could be a single layer or folded double, with
the fold over the horse's shoulders, always with the hair side to the horse.
"Most people used undecorated hide with the hair on, cut to have a
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rectangular shape" (Ewers, 1955, p. 94) These blankets extended beyond

the saddle two to three inches in the front and the back. Blankets under pack

saddles were, however, longer to provide the additional protection against
parfieches, saddle bags and travois poles suspended from the saddle (ibid).
In 1833 George Catlin painted a Crow chief whose horse wears a
plain rectangular hide saddle blanket (1973, P1. 76). Nicholas Point

observed the Flathead, Coeur d'Alene and Blackfoot between 1840 and
1847. Several of his paintings show horses wearing buffalo hide blankets
under men's and women's saddles (1967). Paul Kane, who traveled through
Hudson's Bay Territory in Saskatchewan from 1846-48 painted the Blackfoot,

Blood, Gros Ventre, Sarci, Piegan and Metis. His paintings, which illustrate
only men's horse gear, consistently show pad saddles being used over
buffalo hide blankets, some slightly larger than the saddle, others large

enough to hang below the horse's belly. The shapes vary from straight sided
rectangles to what look like untrimmed hides with uneven edges and even

leg or tail projections (Russell, 1971). Similar blankets were pictured by
Rudolph Kurz who traveled among the Crow, Cree, Gros Ventre and

Blackfoot. A drawing of Cree men and a later drawing of Omaha men show
examples of buffalo hide which are roughly rectangular but with uneven

edges (Kurz, 1937). An 1852 sketch of a Blackfoot pony shows a pad saddle
over a rectangular hide blanket, fur side out (ibid). Kurz stated that the Crow
never failed to use a piece of buffalo hide with the hair left on or some other

skin under saddles. He used the term apischimo, which seems to be another
variant on the Ojibwa term for saddle blanket mentioned earlier (ibid). In a
late 19th century drawing of a buffalo hunt by Amos Bad Heart Bull, which is

described as taking place prior to 1856, men's saddles of the prairie chicken
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snare type and pack saddles much like the woman's high horned type are
shown over rectangular saddle blankets (Bush, 1967, No. 17). These appear
to be tanned hide, with or without the hair left on. This and other paintings
and descriptions indicate that the use of undecorated saddle blankets,
unshaped and rectangular, of buffalo and other hides, was common by the
early 1800's (Point, 1967; Hunter, 1971). While only two of twelve
illustrations are of women, it is reasonable to infer that both sexes were using
similar blankets and that the preponderance of illustrations of men is more a
matter of the artists' focus.

Horse decoration as an expression of rider status
By the early 1 800s the horse had become an important part of Plains

culture and was treated as such with decorative horse gear as an indication
that the horse had become an extension or reflection of the rider's status.
Nineteenth century authors and artists make reference to the effort by Plains

riders to present an imposing sight on horseback. Mayhall quotes an army

lieutenant in 1847 as being "particularly struck with the profusion of trappings
with which the [Kiowa] men ornamented themselves and their horses" (1962,

p. 97). Denig mentions the practice of decorating horses with elaborate
riding gear in the 1850's and states that this was a continuation of an earlier
tradition that was part of wedding ceremonies or moving camp (1961). As
household art, horsegear serves to notify the onlooker of the talents of the

family, and their good taste. Loeb has described the horse as a "large,
kinetic means of display, like great, moving billboards..." for the Crow and

their neighbors, a means to demonstrate industry, wealth and pride (1983,

p.312). Crow women "made colorful gear for their own horses so that they

each other. In ledger drawings or historic photos, where saddle blankets can
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might look well on horseback on gala occasions" (Ewers, 1958, p. 51).

Nicholas Point in the 1840's described Blackfoot and Nez Perce women's
horses with "luxurious panniers [saddle bags] which are painted and carved
and then have quill and glass beadwork added and the seams and borders
adorned with hair, bristles and fringes of all kinds hung heavily with deer

teeth" (1967, p. 128). "Highly ornamented, fringed, quilted and beaded

saddlecloths of tanned hide were used by welltodo young [Cheyenne]
women (Grinnell, 1924, p. 207).
As a result, the design, manufacture and use of saddle blankets
relates to an aesthetic tradition that has attracted the attention of scholars

since the nineteenth century. Art of the Plains people has been described as
an "aesthetic of mobility" (Coe, 1976, p.161) As nomads, they did not
construct permanent monumental works and there was little room in their

lives for anything that could not be transported. Dwellings, storage
containers, clothing and personal adornment as well as ceremonial objects
all offered opportunity for artistic expression. The functional nature of objects
did not preclude ideas about the role of beauty in everyday life and the
"rightness" of how things should be made. These beliefs led to a sense that
decoration and good design increased the effectiveness of an object and to
an expectation that they be appropriate to the object's intended use (Conn,
1982).

Another aspect, in addition to appropriateness, was that of aesthetic

harmony (ibid). Objects used together should be compatible. This did not
necessarily mean that each piece should be decorated or made with
identical materials, designs or even colors, but that they should complement

each other. In ledger drawings or historic photos, where saddle blankets can
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be seen as they were originally intended to be used, this compatibility with

saddle bags, cruppers, collars, and bridles is apparent. Every piece, whether
fringed, quilled, beaded, or painted, contributes to an overall feeling of color
and motion.

Two traditions of decorative art, figurative and abstract, existed on the
Plains prior to contact with Euro-Americans and other native groups.

Figurative art was the province of men and included painting on tipis, shields,

clothing, and winter count calendars. Abstract designs were used by women
to decorate clothing and household objects such as storage bags and were

executed in paint, quiliwork and finally, beadwork. Both styles are part of
horse decoration in general, but women's abstract designs and an
introduced floral style are predominant on saddle blankets.
The decorations worn by a man and his favorite horse were an
example of military and sacred art and told the viewer about the rider in many

ways. Such decoration, pictured by non-native painters as well as ledger
artists from both the Central and Southern Plains, show men with the
symbols of power and prestige that were theirs by right of bravery,

association with warrior societies and the attainment of spiritual power.
These symbols were extended to a man's prized war or hunting pony and

included eagle feathers, painted designs, and personal belongings (Blish,
1967; Cohoe, 1964; Dunn, 1969; Peterson, 1971, 1988; McCoy, 1987).

Catlin and Bodmer painted a Mandan man, Mahtotohpe, in a shirt or robe
adorned with a pictograph of himself and his war pony both wearing eagle
feather bonnets (Catlin, 1973; Davis & Bennefeldt, 1976). Bad Heart Bull
mentions that horses were protected by the same types of medicine as their

owner (Bush, 1963). He and other Central and Southern Plains artists have
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pictured horses with scalp locks (or their representations), amulets, medicine

bundles, and quilled medicine wheels attached to bridles, forelocks and tails.
Even power symbols from former enemies might be incorporated as shown
by drawings of horses with small American flags attached to bridle or tail

(ibid).7 Ledger drawings from northern, central and southern plains all show
horses painted with designs such as stripes and representations of hail,
lightning and insects, all described as powerful (Bush, 1967; McCoy, 1987).
Decorated saddle blankets are rarely a part of this men's tradition.
Feminine horse decorations, in contrast to those of men, seem directly

related to their role as makers and owners of their families' household

belongings. Pictures and written accounts illustrate the use of bridle and
saddle ornaments, decorated cruppers, fancy saddle bags, and blankets.
Ethnographers and other authors have noted the prestige attached to a

woman's ability to demonstrate her skills as a tanner of buffalo and other
hides and as a seamstress who constructed tipis, storage bags, articles of

clothing and horse gear (Conn, 1982, 1986; Ewers, 1945; Hail, 1980; Loeb,
1983; Wissler, 1904, 1910). Artistic use of fringe, paint, quills and, later,
beads and other trade items was also valued. Although there seem to be no

members of Plains society who supported themselves entirely by making art
objects, there was status associated with being an acknowledged expert.

Women's acceptance into quilling and beading societies is analogous to the
status of men who painted shields and tipis and later became ledger artists.
Wissler described quilling societies among the Cheyenne and Teton Dakota

'

Hail has noted that the importance of the American flag was established by Lewis and Clark,
who distributed flags to important chiefs during their 1805-06 trip, and later recognized by the
Lakota as a symbol of pomp and ceremony for the army honor guards, and Congressional
visitors (1980).
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in which membership was honorary and limited to women who demonstrated

good character (1912). The art of quill embroidery was felt to be a gift from a

culture heroine, Double Woman (ibid). The tradition of societies whose
members were expert and dedicated craftswomen was continued after the
introduction of beads, at least among the Southern Cheyenne (Brasser,

1972). Skill at beadwork continued to be a means of gaining prestige for a
woman and, by extension, for her family. Designs might come to quill or
beadworkers in dreams and were often considered personal property (Hail,

1980). Certain designs were felt to be protective, and were used on
particular type of objects such as cradleboards (Hail, 1980, Wissler, 1904).

There is no mention of designs being particularly associated with saddle
blankets except for the red quill stripes associated with young women

described by Wissler (1904).
Womens abstract art may also have been related to ideas that grew

from a spiritual connection to their physical world. These connections are not
well documented and may have been as personal as men's designs. Ewers
noted that both Wildschut's Crow informants and Wissler's male Sioux
informants interpreted the designs done by women in terms of military

symbolism (Wildschut & Ewers, 1959). Kroeber named many of the designs
used by Gros Ventre beadworkers in descriptive terms such as square cross

or stripe (1908). Lyford described the same design elements with the more
personal names used by the beadworkers themselves. Names like 'filled up',
'vertebrae', 'turtle', and 'spider' were given to designs by individual women
(1940). The same design could be interpreted differently by women of

various groups, and one idea could be expressed by many designs. Some
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figures like the dragonfly or the spider were felt to be protective and were

beaded on cradle hoods, dresses, or pipe bags (Wissler, 1907; Hail, 1980).

Decorated saddle blankets
Written references and illustrations indicate that by 1850 Central

Plains women had begun to make decorated saddle blankets. Along with the
double and single saddle bags and the crupper, blankets offered a large
surface for beadwork and other forms of decoration.

Elaboration involved

both shape and surface decoration and included decorated hide rectangles,
hide blankets of other shapes, and textiles. A diversity of styles appears in
references and illustrations from 1850 to 1890.

Early use of bead or quillwork is illustrated in an 1850 Kurz drawing of

a Crow horse. A decorated pad saddle is combined with a rectangular
buffalo hide blanket folded with the hair inside. The smooth outer surface of
the blanket has been trimmed with a beaded or quilled design. Five stripes
are visible in the back corner and a three feather and triangle design appears

below the saddle (Kurz, 1937). The legs and tail of animal hides were also
used in a decorative way. A Kurz painting from 1852 of an Iowa woman
shows a horse wearing a high horned saddle over an untrimmed hide with
leg and tail extensions. A sketch of a Crow man from the same year pictures

a mountain lion skin in use as a saddle blanket (ibid). Prince Maximilian,
who employed the artist Bodmer from 1833-1834, mentioned the use of a

"large panther's skin for a housing" or blanket under saddles (Davis &

Bennefeldt, 1976). An Amos Bad Heart Bull drawing, though done in the
1890's, makes specific reference to an earlier custom of using a mountain

lion skin as a blanket on a man's horse. In this particular picture the skin is
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mounted on a cloth backing with a scalloped edge (Blish, 1967, NO. 87). All
of these blankets indicate a tendency to go beyond the utilitarian. The leg

and tail extensions of hides were an important element of decoration for

men's shirts and women's dresses throughout the entire Plains region

(Wissler, 1916; Hail, 1980). Small animal pelts were also used for decoration
on shirts, and larger ones as an integral part of some men's Society regalia.
Another theory is that the "use of mountain lion skins may have been adopted
from a Spanish-Mexican practice of the colonial period" (Ewers, 1955, p.

329). In either case, such use of pelts goes beyond the bare minimum for
protection of the horse's back and may represent an early preference for
something decorative related to the importance of the horse and to other
animals as symbols of power.
The use of textiles to decorate hide blankets also came into use during

the 1850's. Ewers' Blackfoot sources described early saddle blankets made
from a single thickness of hide with a red flannel border all around or a red

flannel outer border the width of three fingers and an inner border of white

cloth the width of one finger (Ewers, 1955). Bad Heart Bull likewise illustrates
a large bordered blanket that hangs well below the saddle of a man's horse
in one of the drawings said to refer to events before 1856 (Blish, 1967, No.8).

Elaboration of both shape and surface is illustrated by a Central Plains
example identified as Cheyenne, (Hail, 1980, fig. 301). This blanket is one of
the few which has reliable documentation for a midnineteenth century date.
The materials and decorative style are consistent with written and pictorial
accounts of that period (Hail, 1980). Four other blankets of similar design,
construction and decoration have been attributed to Cheyenne or Central
Plains makers, circa. 1840-1855 (DAM 1939.39; BBHC 416; Maurer, 1977,
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p.169, Hansen, 1986, p. 10). All five blankets are constructed of tanned
buffalo skin which is cut to a specific shape. They are decorated with pony
bead embroidery and trade cloth. It is difficult to know whether such blankets

were a recent innovation of that period or simply some of the earliest
preserved examples of an already well established style. It is clear, though,
that these blankets, with their single layer of tanned hide in the center, would

not provide effective protective padding for long distance riding, carrying

heavy loads. This would support the idea that their use was decorative rather
than functional.

By 1870 elaborate saddle blankets were evident among several
Plains tribes, with recognizable variations from the north to south. Pieces
from the last quarter of the nineteenth century are the most common in

museum collections. Photographs and ledger drawings from 1870 through
1910 provide corroboration of date, details of blanket design and use. As

previously mentioned, saddle blankets from this period have been
documented by a few ethnographers (Wissler, 1914, 1916; Ewers, 1955,

1980). They have also been described in monographs, articles, and sections
of books devoted to beadwork of the Plains tribes (Hail, 1980; Conn, 1982,

1986; Loeb, 1983; Walton, 1985). These sources point to the Crow,
Blackfeet, Lakota and Cheyenne as the most prolific makers of decorated

saddle blankets. Other tribes on the Plains (Arapaho, Gros Ventre,

Assiniboine, Plains Cree and Plains Ojibwa) as well as neighboring Plateau
and Great Basin tribes (Flathead, Nez Perce, Shoshone and Ute) also made
decorated saddle blankets, but apparently in much smaller numbers (see
Appendix B & C). The scarcity of blankets attributed to these groups may be
real and related to trade patterns and relative wealth at various times, or it
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may reflect inaccurate or missing collection information or the frequency with
which these tribes were approached by active collectors.

Relationship of saddle blankets to other decorated objects

Looking at the designs on saddle blankets and their relationship to
those used on other items reveals no clear indication that what is chosen for

blankets comes exclusively from either personal items or household
furnishings. Instead there seems to be a broad use of many types of designs

and decorative materials. Clothing and other personal possessions, such as
pipe bags; household furnishings such as tipi liners, part leches and storage
bags; and horse gear including blankets, cruppers and collars share many

design elements. Some articles, such as parfleches, double saddle bags,
and pairs of single (also referred to as 'possible') bags, function as both

horse gear and household furnishings depending on whether the group is on
the move or encamped.

The skills, techniques, materials, and designs involved in the
construction and decoration of saddle blankets were broadly used by women
in the manufacture and decoration of other personal and household items.
The materials used included both indigenous and foreign: hide, textiles,

quills, fringe, paint, bells, beads, and ribbons. Geometric designs on the
blankets and on other items of horse gear resemble designs used on
women's dresses, women's and men's leggings, men's gun cases, shirts and
moccasins, on cradleboards, and the supports for backrests. The same is
true of the floral designs.
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Compared to other objects, the most significant factor affecting design
and other decorative elements used for saddle blankets is the size and

shape of the area to be decorated. Most of the saddle blanket is covered by
the saddle so the area remaining to be decorated is either a border or the

corners. This area is large enough to provide room for more than just a
narrow stripe or a small rosette, but it does not provide the same space in
terms of shape or size that the surface of a saddle bag or other large item

does. Instead of filling the whole area with either a series of narrow stripes or
with two to three major designs side by side, most saddle blankets use a

broad band of design on one or more sides. The alternative is to place a
large design on the back two or on all four corners.
There does not seem to be any tendency to restrict a particular design

to a certain item. The only constraints seem to be whether a design can be
aesthetically executed in a way that fits the space. Moccasins have simpler
designs with fewer elaborations than a horse collar or saddle blanket. In
similar fashion, the use of materials such as red wool, cotton flannel and

black velvet or large necklace beads occurs on all types of horse gear as well

as clothing and other personal items. Techniques of applying beadwork are
the same for the various items of horse, personal and household belongings,
again related to the size of the design and whether it is geometric or floral.

Gender differences in saddle blankets

Women's horse decorations, including the saddle blanket, differed
from the style shown for men's horses. The ledger paintings of men's horses,
mentioned earlier, that depict the use of protective designs, feathers, and

mirror trimmed otter society sashes usually show only simple hide or textile
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blankets. One significant exception was the use of the puma hides mounted
on red wool and embellished with bells, ribbons or other smaller pelts.
Women's horses, on the other hand, are pictured with saddles, double and
single bags, collars, cruppers and blankets that are highly decorated with

bead or quiliwork and other embellishments. Ethnographic and historic
pictorial evidence from 1850-1910 show that, among the Lakota and
Cheyenne of the Central Plains, the heavily decorated saddle blanket was
used by women. Information for the Southern Plains, though sketchy,
indicates possible use, among Kiowa and Osage, of a beaded blanket by
both men and women. On the Northern Plains data from the reservation
period points to initial use of the puma pelt blanket by men and beaded ones

by women. (Appendix A)
One indication for the development of decorated saddle blankets as a
women's article, at least among the Lakota and Cheyenne, is that they were

often done with red-dyed quillwork stripes. Informants indicated to Wissler
that this was one of the oldest styles of design in their experience. It was a
woman's design, used on saddle bags and, more significantly for this
discussion, on the saddle cloths of young women (Wissler, 1904). The

continued use of the red stripe quillwork on saddle blankets as well as
saddle bags, even after the proliferation of beadwork on all types of articles,
may also suggest that there was an intentional continuance of an older style
that at one time was closely associated with women's art. In all cases, the
manufacture of the blanket was in the hands of women.
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Relationshi. of historical .eriods to saddle blanket desi.n and decoration
The early reservation period, 1880-1910, was a time of prolific
production of horse gear as well as other decorated objects. Many scholars
have pointed out that as the reasons for production of military and sacred art

dwindled or were denied, the production of household art increased. "As it
had in the buffalo days, decorative art still served to establish personal merit

for women and support feelings of tribal identity and patriotism" (Conn, 1986,

p. 26). Elaborate horse gear, including saddle blankets, became part of the
decoration for parades, give-aways and other celebrations. It is important to
note that at least among the Crow, the tradition of the saddle blanket as a part
of horse gear for parades is one that still persists in the 1990's.
One important feature of saddle blankets as they relate to historic

periods is the conservatism of design. This is most apparent with Central

Plains and Crow examples. As mentioned previously, Carrie Lyford outlined
a system combining bead type and design elements that defined a Pony

Bead style as the earliest (pre-1840), followed by a First Seed Bead period

(1840-1870) and a Second Seed Bead period (post 1870). These
separations do not hold true for saddle blankets. The very simple box and
bar designs of the earliest documented Central Plains examples done with
pony beads are also used on blankets done with faceted metallic beads
dated after 1880. These beads, in fact, decorate Lakota blankets of every

type of geometric design. A similar example occurs with Crow blankets using
geometric and floral designs. Although there has been some use of terms
like transitional or baroque to describe early or late styles, striped or
geometric designs clearly continued after floral ones became popular (Loeb,

personal communication, 1989). With both Crow and Central Plains
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blankets, the choice of design appears to be a reflection of the artist's

personal taste modified by a group's sense of what is 'right'.
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VARIATION IN DECORATED SADDLE BLANKETS

Given their common function as a protective layer between horse and
saddle, blankets from all tribes are similar in some respects, such as size and

the materials used. Beyond these basic traits, differences occur based on
indigenous art style, introduction of trade materials, and gender of the rider.

Availability of materials and changing fashions in design, color use, or
technique may also have affected decorative style. Other traits might be

useful for analysis along with those already documented. Examination of
blankets pointed to shape as an additional tool for analysis. Three major
shapes and two minor ones appear in saddle blankets (Figure 12). In order
of frequency of occurrence these are Hshape, bordered rectangle,

trapezoid, four lobed and animal pelt The Hshape has been named and
described by Hail (1983), and the trapezoid has been described in detail by
Loeb (1983). The other categories have not been specifically identified or
described elsewhere. Examination of blankets, literature and pictorial data
indicates that shape is distinctive and consistent for various groups and

geographic areas, thus providing a stable and additional feature for
comparison (Figure 13 & Appendix B). Each of the five shapes will be
examined for the following information: the basic construction and decorative
style that is consistent for each category, ethnographic and pictorial data

which indicate regional provenience and gender of the user. The blankets
are shown opened flat in the drawings of shape category; the left edge would
be toward the horse's head when in use. The photos of individual examples
are of one half of the blanket as it would be seen in use on a horse.
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Figure 12. Shapes of decorated blankets
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H-shape
Fifty-three percent of the blankets examined, and therefore the most
common type, consist of a rectangle with tabs at each corner, creating a

truncated "H" shape (Figure 14). The borders are decorated with beads,

quills and other trade goods. Photographs and drawings indicate that these
blankets were the most common type for women of Central Plains groups

such as the Lakota, Cheyenne and Arapaho. A small number have been
attributed to Kiowa and Osage. The variety of decoration on those examined
suggests that they were a well developed piece of horse gear by 1880.

Figure 14. H-shape saddle blanket

The basic structural features of the H-shape blanket are consistent

regardless of their provenience or age. The most common construction is to
make the center of the blanket of canvas or of some other heavy cotton with

decorated hide borders added. A few H shaped blankets are cut in one
piece from hide, but, in either case, the whole blanket is often backed with

additional fabric. Structurally, the tabs are an extension of the long front and
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back edges of the blanket, visually, they are part of a continuous, decorated

border. A six to eight inch fringe extension of the tab is usually applied
separately with the attachment accentuated by the addition of the small bells,
referred to as 'hawk bells', sewed over ribbon. All borders are usually of
equal width, decorated with quillwork, beadwork, or a combination of the two,

and sewn with sinew. Lazy stitch is used for beads, and two thread, one quill
straight sewing is used for quillwork, with the rows running parallel to all
edges of the blanket (see Glossary for stitch diagrams). The sewing stitches
are buried within the thickness of the hide so they do not show on the back.
This feature protects the beadwork from undue stress and is a point of pride
with beadworkers.

The colors and design elements within the border are the features that

show the most variation. The predominant background color is white,
although a few blankets attributed to the Lakota, Cheyenne and Arapaho are

done against a blue background. The pattern stands out boldly in strong
clear colors, which vary from as few as three to as many as eight. The design

elements used in the borders, with few exceptions, are geometric and span

the whole range noted for the Central Plains, from the simplest stripe and box
arrangements to the most elaborate geometric compositions. A few blankets
show some figurative or floral elements. Most often there is some sort of
alternation, whether of color scheme in repeating design elements, or of two

or more different elements. Vertical and/or horizontal bilateral symmetry is
another dominant feature.
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Figure 15. H-Shape blanket (WS 21.1.3, Sioux (Lakota) c. 1890).

The H-shape blanket in figure 15 illustrates the features of a Lakota

example which is typical for this type. The canvas center has separate
border strips beaded with sinew in lazy stitch on hide. The tabs in this
example terminate in the usual short fringe, with the line of attachment

defined by a row of hawk bells. There is an unusual embellishment in this
case, in that the top third of the fringe is wrapped with quill work of the type

commonly seen on pipe bags. The beaded borders consist of two major
designs in six colors against a white background: a box, with a bordered
hourglass figure flanked by two small concentric boxes and a composite of
triangles which form the arms of a cross. These two figures alternate on the
long front and back borders. Arrangement of the design elements has been
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altered to accommodate the different lengths of the border by ending the tab
with a pair of the crosses. Further accommodation to size is made in the
shorter side borders, with only the central portion of the composite design

element being used between two of the hourglass in box elements.
Available documentation points to the Central Plains as the primary
location for the H-shaped blanket (see Appendix B). Eight museum
examples have reliable documentation for provenience as Lakota, Cheyenne

or Arapaho (see Appendix). Ninety-one more have been attributed to Central
Plains groups by curators, scholars, or collectors on the basis of an artistic

style that has been well defined for more than 100 years. This stylistic

analysis is based on design elements, beadwork technique and commonly
used colors, and is supported by photos of Cheyenne and Lakota women
from the early 1900's showing eight blankets of this type. Ledger drawings of
Amos Bad Heart Bull and another, anonomous Lakota artist also depict H-

shaped blankets (Bush, 1967; Roosevelt & Smith, 1979). The earliest known
date for this shape in the Central Plains is c.1855. Two well documented
museum examples are from this period (Hail, 1980, figure 301; Hansen,1986,

p.10). Scholars' comparisons of style and materials used on other blankets
and Amos Bad Heart Bull's pictures of pre-1856 events, drawn in the

1890's.from information provided by Lakota elders, offer other supporting

documentation. Other ledger drawings, photos and comparisons of
construction and beadwork designs, indicate that most blankets of this shape
date from the last quarter of the nineteenth and the first quarter of the
twentieth century.
H

- shape blankets do not appear in any drawings, examined so far,

from tribes in the Northern or Southern Plains. However, a few photographs
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from this period do indicate that at least three groups other than those of the
Central Plains used blankets of this type, specifically the Kiowa and Osage of

the Southern Plains and the Crow of the Northern Plains (see Appendix). A
photograph dated c. 1920 shows an Osage man riding a western stock

saddle over an H-shaped blanket (OHS 19160.75). The beadwork on the
blanket is virtually identical to that seen on Cheyenne and Lakota women's
blankets from the period and unlike any beadwork verified as Osage. It is
reasonable to infer that this blanket was obtained in trade or as a gift since,

during the reservation period horses, complete with lavishly beaded horse
gear, were common give-away items among the Lakota and from them to

other groups (Bush, 1967; Ewers, 1955). Three early but, undated, photos of

Crow girls provide another possible example of inter-group gift exchange. In
these pictures H-shaped blankets with typical Central Plains designs are
combined with Crow style saddles, stirrups, horse collars, and possible bags.
(Loeb, undocumented photos).
Other examples indicate that the H-shape blanket was made by at

least two Southern Plains groups and, possibly, one Northern Plains. A
museum example, identified as Osage, is very different from those attributed
to Central Plains artisans (Philbrook 82.02.06). It has a center panel of green

felt with European type embroidered designs and is bordered with black
cotton strips which are beaded, using an overlay stitch, with isolated floral

designs outlined in white. The tabs are loom beaded in a geometric design
with a gilt upholstery fringe applied to the bottom. Silver brooches and gilt
fringe also adorn the center of the blanket. All of these features resemble
decorative techniques used by various eastern groups who were relocated to
reservations in Oklahoma. Two photos from the 1890's show Kiowa boys
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riding Mexican style saddles over H-shaped beaded saddle blankets (Feder,
1962; D.A.M. photo 1453). The designs on the blankets closely resemble
other Kiowa beadwork, and show the asymmetry that is particularly
characteristic for this tribe. A much later photo from 1939 shows a Kiowa
woman riding a stock saddle over an H-shaped blanket (OHS 8966).
Though little of the blanket shows, the beadwork designs resemble Kiowa

styles rather than what is considered typically Lakota or Cheyenne. These
three examples point to Kiowa manufacture of the H-shape and perhaps

influence from their Southern Cheyenne neighbors during the reservation
period.8

Another Hshaped example is identified by the museum as Gros
Ventre (SM, 1832.20). This blanket is decorated with quiliwork in a design
that alternates simple, non-realistic floral elements with a series of narrow red

stripes. Additional elements are concentric boxes and stepped X's inside
boxes. These plus the simple geometric design of the narrow lazy stitch

bead edging around the whole blanket have been cited by Richard Conn, a
noted Plains scholar, as pointing to a Lakota identification (personal

communication, August, 1988). This seems reasonable when compared with
other known examples of Lakota quill and beadwork. But I must add the
caution that I have seen few pieces of beadwork or qudlwork reliably
identified as Gros Ventre with which to compare this piece, so its provenience
is still open to question.

8

A blanket made between 1970 and 1980 by Kiowa beadworker Nettie Standing was based
on the two historic photos of young boys. Mrs Standing sought other examples but felt that
this article had not been a common one for the Kiowa (Bill Maxwell, persomal communication,
1991),
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The documentation cited above indicates that Hshape blankets were
used mostly by women, at least in the Central Plains. Only the Kiowa and
Osage photos show men with this blanket type. Since the horses also wear
the belied collar that is associated in other photos with Southern Plains
men's horses, it is safe to assume that this is not a case of posing a boy or

man on a woman's horse. These photographs and the two blankets
described as Osage and Gros Ventre suggest that outside of the Central
Plains scarcity of examples and changes in gender of the rider, materials,

construction details, and design elements occur. These differences imply
trade or influence from the Lakota, Cheyenne, and Arapaho rather than a
widespread construction and use by other groups.
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Bordered rectangle shape
The second most common shape is rectangular, either square or with

front and back edges longer than the sides. Thirty-nine available examples
indicated that there are Northern and Central Plains variants (Figures 16 &
18). Seven examples were from related Plateau and Great Basin groups.

The shape is like that of the early, undecorated blankets described and

pictured in the early nineteenth century. Most decorated samples identified
by good collection data or other documentation were made in the last half of
the nineteenth through the first quarter of the twentieth century. The same
sources point to use by women.

Figure 16. Central Plains bordered rectangle blanket

In the twentythree examples of the Central Plains version (Figure 16)
the corners may be angular or rounded, and the decoration appears as a

continuous or discontinuous border, usually on all four sides. This border
may be the same width on all sides or narrower at the front and back edges.
The blanket may be one piece of hide or have a center section of fabric with

the borders being beaded on hide and applied separately. The design is
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usually executed in two thread, one quill straight stitch quiliwork, lazy stitch

beadwork, or a combination. One example is done with fabric and ribbon

applique combined with sequins. Small rectangular or triangular beaded
pendants may be separately attached on the back or, infrequently, on all four

corners. These pendants are not like the tabs which combine with borders to
create the H-shape blanket. They are neither structurally nor visually part of
the border of the rectangle blankets. They are more like the yarn tassels that
can be found on the four lobe and textile blankets to be discussed later.
Quiliwork designs on those blankets examined are most often a
concentric series of narrow stripes in red, sometimes combined with very

simple geometric or pictorial elements. Beadwork is of a simple geometric
type and often serves as a secondary border to the quillwork. Bead colors
are restricted in number and are usually primary against a white background.

Figure 17. Lakota blanket, no date given(WS 58-18-32)
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A typical example of the Central Plains bordered rectangle is the
Lakota blanket in figure 17. The center section of canvas is bordered on four

sides with bands of red quill work sewn onto separate pieces of hide. The
bands are all the same width and are composed of narrow, concentric,

equally spaced rows. In this case the additional corner element is pairs of
American flags. Blankets like this are usually attributed by curators to the
Lakota. There is support for such identification from Wissler, who noted that
red line quill decoration was used by that group, particularly for women's

articles such as saddle bags and saddle cloths (1904). There is some
pictorial evidence for the Cheyenne but not, so far, the Arapaho (Bush, 1967).

Both of these groups were geographically and socially close to the Lakota.
The available evidence points to their use by women rather than men.

Wissler's illustration of a young woman's quiliwork decorated blanket is a
bordered rectangle (Wissler, 1904). Bad Heart Bull shows similar

rectangular blankets with beaded and quilled borders on giveaway horses
in "Greater Indian Shows" (Bush, 1967, no. 337). All of the horses with this
type of blanket also wear other articles associated in photos and drawings

with women: single or double saddle bags, and vertically strung bone
breastplate necklaces. In contrast, other horses in this series of drawings,
wear textile blankets and objects usually associated with men, such as a
combination of blankets with beaded strips featuring rosettes, pipe bags,
moccasins without women's style leggings, and eagle feather ornaments in
tail or mane.

The Northern Plains variant of the rectangular shape is usually
attributed to the Blackfoot, but similar blankets are also found in collections
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from neighboring Canadian Plains and Plateau groups. On these blankets
the border is more likely to be on three sides, forming a U shape that extends

over one third or more of the blanket's length (Figure 18). In use, the
decorated edge of the blanket may be worn toward either the head or the

back of the horse. Small rectangular or trapezoidal pendants are attached to
a few of these blankets. Well documented examples date from the last
quarter of the nineteenth and first quarter of the twentieth century (Appendix

A). The available pictorial evidence shows them in use by women only.

Figure 18. Northern Plains bordered rectangle blanket

The sixteen blankets from this area are most often made from a textile

rather than hide and are usually navy blue or red wool stroud cloth, another

heavy wool or black velvet. The design is invariably beaded and, in the
majority of the blankets examined, the pattern is floral rather than geometric.
The beadwork may be done either against a textile border of a color that is
different from that of the center, or against the main textile itself. In the latter

case there is usually a fabric band of contrasting color around the edge of the
blanket to form a secondary border. Because it only occurs on three edges,
the beaded design is symmetrical side to side, but not front to back. This is

7!

particularly true with floral designs. The colors used for the beadwork include
more medium values and pastels than the Central Plains examples. The use
of as many as thirteen shades of opaque and transparent beads is not

uncommon. Floral designs use contrasting colors to outline both internal
divisions and the whole figure.

Figure 19. Canadian Ojibwa bordered rectangle blanket

no date given

(DNMH 5512)

The photo in figure 19 shows one half of a blanket made of black

velvet with black cotton backing and a white binding on all edges. The
beadwork forms a discontinuous border around the side and back edges with
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a break at the center back. The design is a non-realistic floral pattern in

overlay stitch. All of the forms are outlined and have interior divisions of
contrasting colors. The design is repeated on the other half of the blanket.
Blankets of this shape are identified by curators and authors as
Blackfoot, Plains Ojibwa, Plains Cree (Appendix B). According to Ewers'
Blackfoot informants, their tribe did not make fancy saddle blankets of skin or

canvas with heavily decorated borders in the manner of the Teton Dakota,
Crow, Cheyenne, Ute or Shoshone. (1945). However, reservation photos of

the Blackfeet from 1899 through 1940 show bordered rectangle blankets of
the Northern Plains type with decorations ranging from simple curvilinear to

elaborate floral borders (Farr, 1984). These examples are all on women's
horses; photos of men from this period show no indication of decorated
blankets.
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Trapezoid shape
Along with the bordered rectangle, twenty-five trapezoid shaped
blankets make up the majority of those that are not of the H-shape.

Photographic evidence and well documented museum examples indicate
that these blankets are most closely associated with the Crow on the
Northern Plains and, to some extent, with Plateau tribes such as the Nez

Perce. Historic photographs from 1890 - 1920 show women's horses
decorated with blankets of this type. Earlier use is suggested by ledger
drawings from the 1880's. (Appendix B).

Figure 20. Trapezoid shape blanket.

Trapezoid shaped blankets are worn with the wide end across the
horse's rump and are characterized by several features described by Loeb

and verified by examination of available examples (1983). The main part is
made of canvas or heavy muslin with beaded decoration done on separate
pieces of cloth or hide. The decorative portion consists of narrow strips of
beadwork and cloth applique that run from edge to edge along the back of
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the blanket. These are adjoined by short, narrow strips which extend along

the side edge toward the front. Pendants may be attached to the back
corners and can be rectangular, square, or a repetition of the trapezoid

shape of the blanket. Whatever their shape, they are also decorated with
applique and beaded designs.
The beadwork on the blanket is typically applied over a background of
one to three colors of contrasting cloth in alternating panels. As on most
Crow and related Plateau objects, beadwork is done with a two thread, two

needle technique. Loeb observed that the beads were strung on sinew and
attached to the backing with cotton thread and suggests that the stronger
sinew prevented loss of beads under the stress of use (1983). Lazy stitch is
used if the design is of spaced stripes; modified lazy stitch used for simple
geometric designs; overlay or spot stitch is used for floral designs (see

Glossary). Stripes with or without cross bars, hourglasses, double
hourglasses, and other simple geometric shapes are used in the borders.
Floral designs are usually non-realistic with simple blossoms and buds.
Tabs are beaded in the modified lazy stitch in a design that is different from

that used on the blanket proper. The geometric designs on the corner tabs
include stripes, tall triangles, and small stacked triangles and are often more
complex than those on the blanket proper (ibid). The colors in these blankets
include more pastels and a wider range (6-10 colors), a characteristic of

Northern Plains beadwork in general. The white outline that is typical of
other Crow beadwork is used here as well.
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Figure 21. Crow trapezoid shape blanket c. 1870-80 (DAM 1985.108).

The example in Figure 21 illustrates a Crow trapezoid shape blanket.
The decorative band around the back and sides is applied over two colors of
wool cloth and consists of hourglasses done in modified lazy stitch. These
are separated by a bar and split hourglass design in three colors outlined in
white. The tabs on this blanket are beaded on hide in a different geometric

design - stacked triangles in two color combinations against two different
background colors. This blanket has two distinctive features. It is more
nearly square than many blankets of this type and is constructed entirely of
hide. In addition, it has medallions in the back corners consisting of

concentric circles, each with with four triangular rays.
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Literary documentation of trapezoid blankets is sparse. Wildschut
found that, in the 1920's, beaded saddle blankets were not common. The
ones he described as being made by the Crow were of dressed skin or
heavy canvas, bordered on three sides with beadwork. Narrow parallel

stripes, similar to those used in decorating elk skin robes, sometimes were
added as were small oblong, beaded pendants sewn to the rear corners"

(1959). While Wildschut does not specifically mention blanket shape nor
whether they were used exclusively by women, Loeb's study mentions that

trapezoid shaped blankets were documented in use by Crow women after

1890. This is coroborated by photographic and other pictorial evidence.
Drawings of Crow men by the Lakota artists, Amos Bad Heart Bull and
Spotted Horse as well as by a Crow artist, Abswoka, dating from the late

1880's and early 1890's, show men using simple, undecorated riding pads,
with few saddles and no decorated saddle blankets pictured (Bush, 1967;

Sotheby 4166 & 4472Y). Photos from the early 1900's, however, show Crow
women using trapezoidal blankets (DNH 77-009, 77-015). Continued use is
also documented in pictures taken by the author in 1966 and 1988, as well

as by Loeb's Crow sources (1983).
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Four lobed shape
Of the blankets examined during research, only seven are of a shape
which can be described as tour lobed. Although this shape is not common,

there are nevertheless enough of these blankets to form a recognizable

group. They are roughly rectangular, with the corners extended to form
lobes; all four of these may be rounded or two may be pointed (Figure 22).
No photographic evidence was found to indicate which corners are located in

front or back when worn. The only clue might be the presence of beadwork
in only two corners. It is logical to assume that these would be in the back in

order to be visible in the same way that the designs of the Northern Plains

rectangular and trapezoid blankets are arranged. The four lobe blankets are
attributed most often to Blackfoot, Plains Cree, or Plains Ojibwa (Chippewa)
makers of the northern United States and Canada. Photographic and
documentary evidence for gender of the user is also lacking. (Appendix B),

Figure 22. Four lobed blanket.

The four lobed blanket is usually beaded on dark blue or black cloth
with the decoration occurring as medallions or compact floral arrangements
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in two or all four corners. fn most cases the designs in the corners

designated 'a will match, as will those in b, providing symmetry along the
horizontal axis. The individual designs themselves, however, may not be
symmetrical either horizontally or vertically. In all cases examined so far, the

beadwork is done directly on the background fabric, in overlay stitch, with

thread. The range of colors in these blankets is similar to that of other
Northern Plains types and includes dark, medium, and pastel shades of

opaque and transparent beads. Additional decoration in the form of
commercial upholstery fringe, tassels, and beaded tabs or edgings is
common.

Figure 23. Plains Cree four lobed blanket, no date given(Lanford).

The blanket in figure 23 has all four lobes rounded and is beaded in

overlay stitch in eight colors against a black wool background. The designs
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in the two 'front' lobes differ from those in the 'back' and all are asymmetric,

non-realistic floral arrangements, with most elements outlined in one or more

contrasting colors. A border of heavy metallic upholstery fringe edges the

whole blanket. The corners are further embellished by pairs of wool yarn
tassels.

The shape of the four lobe blanket is similar to the type of commercial
saddle pad used in the 19th century by the U.S. Army, as well as by civilians
using the western stock saddle, and may have been available through trade
or purchase over most of the Plains. If such a pad was the original model for

these blankets, than the pointed lobes may be the back ones since this is
how the army used them. Peterson has identified the army pad as an

element pictured in ledger drawings on the southern plains. In these
drawings they are being used as a riding pad, without a saddle, and with the

pointed lobes in back (1971). There is no evidence at this point to indicate
use of the army pads on the Central or Northern Plains. In addition, the

decorated four lobed blanket has not been noted in any reference to the
Central or Southern Plains, nor does it appear in photographs or paintings of
groups from that area.

Although these blankets are usually identified as being Plains Cree
and Plains Ojibwa, no supporting ethnographic or pictorial support has yet

been found. One bit of evidence does point to their Canadian Plains origin.
They bear a strong resemblance to the decorated dog blankets used by the
Slave of the Mackenzie River area, and the Cree and Cree-Metis of the Red

River. The earliest reference to such dog trappings is a painting done by
Kane in 1848 at Ft. Edmonton (Hunter, 1971). Kate Duncan has also

documented dog blankets from the late 19th and early 20th century in her
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definitive work on Athabascan beadwork (1989). The materials used, such
as dark fabric and thick yarn fringe are similar to the four lobe saddle

blankets examined. Another common feature is the use of two different floral
sprays, one in the front lobes, a second in the back.

Determining whether these blankets were used by women, men or

both is also difficult. They are sometimes exhibited with men's decorated pad
saddles, although no early paintings of Northern Plains men show use of pad

saddles with blankets of this shape. More evidence from early photos or
informants is necessary to document whether usage followed the pattern of
use by women in Plains groups farther south.
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Animal pelt shape
The animal pelt shape constitutes another minor category in that only
three extant examples are identified by curators as of Plains origin and two
more as Plateau

.

However, additional evidence in ledger drawings, photos

and literature suggests that it was widespread throughout the Plains over a
broad time period from the early 1800s to the present and was used by both

men and women. (Appendix B).
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Figure 24. Pelt shape blanket.

Pelt shaped blankets, like that shown in figure 24, are constructed by

sewing an animal skin, usually puma, to a cloth backing. The pelt is tanned
to include the paws with their claws. The cloth may be a simple rectangle or
it may be shaped to repeat the form of the animal. Other embellishment such

as appliqued designs, ribbons, or binding may be added.
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Figure 25. Blackfoot pelt-shape blanket, no date given ([MA 2.5503).

The example in figure 25 is sewn on red wool stroud cloth. The fabric
is cut so that it looks like a larger, squared off version of the pelt and has a
stripe of white binding around the whole blanket, slightly inside the edge. It is
mounted so that in use, as indicated by photos and drawings, the head and

tail would hang down on opposite sides of the horse. Bronze sleighbells are
attached on top of two layers of scalloped wool rosettes, red over black and

outline the head and tail sections of the blanket. While all pelt blankets
examined are mounted on cloth and embellished to some extent, this
example is relatively plain. In contrast, neighboring Plateau tribes add ribbon
streamers, applique, and other small pelts such as ermine.
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Pelt shape blankets may represent one of the earliest examples of

horse gear that was decorative as well as utilitarian. Maximilian noted, in
1833, that "the haughty Crows rode on beautiful panther skins, with red cloth
under them" (Davis & Bennefeldt, 1976, p.34). Bodmer painted a Blackfoot

man with just such a blanket (McKay, 1991). At the end of the century Amos
Bad Heart Bull shows one on a Lakota man's horse in a courting scene. He
notes that this style was common in early days presumably before 1860

(Bush, 1967, no.87). In an 1882 ledger drawing by Frank Henderson, a
Southern Arapaho man appears with a similar blanket ( Peterson 1988).

Whether or not it was originally introduced by the Mexicans of the eighteenth
or nineteenth century, as mentioned earlier, it seems to have been a common

decorative blanket throughout the Plains.
Pictorial and literary evidence indicate that historically the pelt blanket,
unlike the other types of decorated blankets, was predominantly used by

men. However, mounted pelts were used by Blackfoot women at the
beginning of this century and are still in use by contemporary Crow women

as saddle blankets and as trappings behind the saddle. When worn behind
the saddle they provide a visual effect more like the double saddle bag of the
Central and Northern Plains, or the saddle trapping some authors have

called an apishamore (American Indian, 1971 ;Loeb, 1983; Wissler,1915).
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Textile blankets as an exception to indiaenous decorated saddle blankets
In addition to the decorated saddle blankets made by Plains women,

there was widespread use of various imported textiles as padding under

saddles. In the 1830's New Mexicans carried on trade in blankets and
serapes with Plains tribes and lost other textiles in raids (Nestor, 1979).
Serapes produced in New Mexico are listed in accounts from the mid nineteenth century as part of the goods used to redeem captives from the

Comanches (ibid). Both men and women are pictured using textiles for
saddle blankets in ledger drawings and historic photos.
The simplest examples of this type are pieces of wool stroud cloth with

its distinctive white borders, and Hudson's Bay blankets with their black stripe
and 'points'. Amos Bad Heart Bull shows what appear to be large shawls,
fringed on four sides on women's horses and striped rectangular textiles,
Navajo or Hudson's Bay type blankets on men's horses (Bush, 1967).
Textiles, either plain or decorated with stripes, sometimes fringed on two or

four sides, have been recorded in photographs from the 1880's and 1890's
for tribes from all parts of the Plains. More elaborate saddle blankets are
shown in courting scenes in the ledger art of Frank Henderson, a Cheyenne
artist and in Kiowa drawings from the Julian Scott ledger, dated at no later

than 1880. Saltillo and other Mexican style blankets are shown on both
people and horses (Peterson, 1988; McCoy, 1987). Men are shown riding
Mexican style saddles placed over striped blankets. Other examples on
men's and women's horses have tassels at the corners, geometric borders,

and stripes. The designs in these and other blanket borders do not resemble
beadwork of the period as it is pictured for men's leggings, shirt decoration
and blanket strips, or women's leggings or dress. They are more like the
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designs shown in other textiles such as the Saltillo and other Hispanic or

Navajo blankets (Nestor, 1979)). They also resemble the designs of the
Pendleton type 'Indian' blankets which were available at least by 1895
(Wheeler, 1990). A red blanket with black borders and what may be silver
corner tabs is illustrated on a woman's horse in the Scott ledger (McCoy,

1987). This saddle blanket, along with the silver mounted crupper and bridle,
may represent an example of yet another style of decoration in use by the
Kiowa (G. Emhoolah, Kiowa, personal communication, July 25, 1988). It is

one that does appear on twentieth century western saddle gear, but at this

point no documentation has been collected to support details of such
decoration in the 19th century.

The frequent depiction of textiles in many Southern Plains ledger

drawings may indicate why so few indigenous decorated saddle blankets
seem to have been produced by groups in this area. Given ready access to
elaborate textiles, there would be less incentive to put the necessary

amounts of time and energy into beaded ones. In addition, the beadwork
tradition of the Southern Plains itself was generally restricted to smaller
items, except for cradles, and was done in narrow bands with simple designs

(Conn, 1976; Hail, 1980). The major emphasis among the Southern tribes
was on paint, fine skin fringes, and metal cones. Hail feels that this may have
been because these tribes lived outside the habitat of the porcupine and did

not have a tradition of quill work upon which to base beadwork (ibid). A later
beadwork tradition based on the floral style of displaced Eastern tribes was
used mostly on cradleboards (Conn, 1986; Hail, 1980).
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These then are the decorated saddle blankets of the Native Americans
living on the High Plains in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As

functional objects they developed because of the types of saddles in use by
the various groups who acquired the horse. As decorative articles they
became part of both a complex of fancy horse gear and a larger artistic

tradition, which I would like to discuss as the final part of this study.
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SUMMARY

When sixteenth century Spanish colonists arrived in the the southwest
portion of North America they brought with them the horse and associated

equipment for riding. Within 200 years, the horse and some Spanish
horsegear was documented among the Indians of southern Canada. Both
Hispanic pack saddles and riding saddles were modified for use by Native
Americans, along with other items of horsegear such as cruppers, bridles,

and stirrups. Saddle blankets, however, were not copied directly from any

Spanish or other EuroAmerican model. This research has traced the
development of the decorated saddle blanket, by Plains artisans, to show that

it was an innovative response to the need for padding under indigenous
saddles and to the desire to demonstrate the importance of rider and horse.
The decoration of these blankets developed in a variety of styles that can be

identified with regional and sometimes tribal aesthetic taste.
When the Spanish settlers entered the area north of the Rio Grande
River they encountered Native Americans who were living a nomadic life,

using dogs as transport animals. Over the next two centuries, more groups of

indigenous people moved onto the High Plains and traded and raided for
horses with the Hispanic communities and among themselves. Within a short
time, often as little as two generations from first contact, the original Plains

groups had adopted the horse as a central element of their cultures. By
processes of acculturation, ranging from the assimilation of the horse as a

transport and riding animal to the innovation of specific equestrian
equipment, Native Americans changed many aspects of their lives.
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Often, the first use of the horse was as a sort of big dog to carry packs

and drag a travois. This use did not lead directly to major changes in the type
of equipment being made. The later adoption of the animal as a mount for
hunting and war expeditions as well as for nomadic migrating led to two

major changes in indigenous life. The first had to do with the accumulation of
horses for specific purposes and as a sign of weatlh. The second concerned
the emergence of the animal as an extension of the rider and therefore an
object to be decorated as an indication of status.

Spanish horse equipment for riding and packing belongings also

influenced the Plains peoples who adopted the horse. The Spanish brought
two kinds of saddles with them to the New World; a heavy military version, Ia

estradiota, and a lighter riding version, Ia jineta. These two saddles were
modified by Hispanic settlers to adapt to the conditions imposed by ranching

and traveling long distances. Their adaptations were further modified by
saddle makers in the Mexican colonies of North America and in the eastern

United States. These saddles, along with those used by the French, English,
and American fur traders, were acquired or copied to some extent by Native

Americans, although use of the horse often preceded the actual arrival of

non-natives. Such saddles were made on wood and metal frames, with
heavy padding on the underside to protect the horse. They could also use an
additional layer of protection in the form of a blanket or shaped pad. The
available literary and pictorial sources indicate that this protective layer was

usually functional rather than decorative. The tradition of decoration for
Spanish influenced horse equipment was to embellish the saddle itself or a
separate cover, along with the stirrups, crupper, and martingale. Most users
of the Spanish type saddle, whether fur trader, settler or member of the U.S.
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Army attempted to cope with the problem of padding for the saddle. There

are references to the use of textile blankets and pieces of buffalo or other
hides for this purpose

Among the Plains peoples, riding equipment evolved into four distinct

types of saddles. The first, a man's version, was perhaps adapted from the
pads used under Hispanic saddles or from a pack pad in use along the
northern Mexican border in the eighteenth century. Three other saddle

variations may have been based on attempts to copy the Mexican vaquero's
saddle or other Spanish inspired saddles made in the United States. These
native saddles all had wooden frames covered with rawhide and were used
with stirrups, cruppers and separate padding of some sort. The Plains Indian

saddle blanket appears to be an innovation which resulted from the need to

protect the horse's back from the indigenous saddle. The documented
references and pictures of Plains peoples from the early nineteenth century
indicate that pieces of buffalo or other hide were being used under both

men's and women's saddles. There is also information about the practice,
among many tribes, of decorating the horse with elaborate beaded, quilled,
and fringed accoutrements.

The development of the saddle blanket coincided with the introduction
of many luxury trade goods: beads, various textiles, bells, ribbon, metal
tinklers, and other articles that provided sound, color, and sparkle to horse

gear. Additionally, design styles themselves were being affected by the
influence of floral patterns from groups outside the Plains. Because of this,

the Plains decorated saddle blanket became an innovative fusion of ideas
and materials that was uniquely indigenous and not to be found among
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Hispanic or American riders, except when acquired from the Native

Americans themselves.

Decorated saddle blankets made their appearance among the Central
Plains peoples at least by the midnineteenth century. The earliest well
documented examples are from this time period. Such examples
demonstrate a complexity of shape and design that indicates a prior period of

development. Decorative style and construction techniques for the saddle
blanket are consistent with those used on other items of household and

personal belongings. Among the Lakota, Cheyenne, Arapaho, Crow, and
Blackfeet, beadwork designs which were used for leggings, pipe bags, shirts,
dresses, and saddle bags appear on saddle blankets as well. Constraints, if
they exist at all, are more a product of the size and shape of the surface to be

decorated than of any particular association with men's or women's

belongings. Exceptions to this are the red quiliwork stripe design used by the
Lakota for women's articles, including saddle blankets, and the scarcity of

pictorial art associated with men's articles.
The significant difference in the overall decoration of men's and
women's horses, is reflected in the saddle blanket as well as other horse

trappings. This difference relates to men's decorating their horses with the
same power and religious symbols used for their own adornment. Painted
pictorial designs, feathers, animal pelts, and medicine objects, as well as
trade items such as silver conchos and mirrors, were used for both men and

their horses. Women, on the other hand, primarily used textiles, beads, and
ribbon as well as quiltwork to decorate their own and their family's clothing.

The use of abstract and, later, floral designs was extended to household
possessions such as storage bags and to horsegear. The most decorative of
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this horsegear was used on women's horses and for give-aways during

festive or ceremonial occasions. Men's pad saddles were decorated with
abstract and floral rather than pictorial designs, most likely because they
were, in fact, women's art.

Development of the saddle blanket reached a peak between 1850 and

1890. By that time regional differentiation was apparent, both in beadwork
style and in the basic shape of the blanket. Shape differentiation provides a
significant additional means to determine provenience for blankets. Five
basic shapes can be identified and attributed to one or more Plains tribes.
Most extant saddle blankets are H-shape or bordered rectangles. H-

shape blankets are associated with the Lakota, Cheyenne, and Arapaho,
where they are part of women's horse gear. This shape also occurs among
at least two Southern Plains tribes, the Kiowa and Osage, where it is

associated with both men and women. H-shape blankets account for more
than half the total number of blankets studied. The bordered rectangle

appears primarily among the Lakota on the Central Plains and the Blackfeet

in the Northern Plains. This category also has been identified with a
neighboring Great Basin tribe, the Shoshoni, and appears to be part of

women's riding gear. Of the shapes occurring in fewer numbers, the
trapezoid blanket is identified mostly with the Crow, although examples exist
in the Plateau area as well, It, too, is part of women's horse trappings. The

four lobed blanket is mainly a product of the Canadian Plains, associated
with the Plains Cree, Plains Ojibwa, and perhaps Blackfeet. Not enough

pictorial evidence has been examined to determine whether the fourlobed
blanket is primarily a woman's or man's saddle blanket. The final shape
category is the animal pelt, usually a puma skin, mounted on cloth. Pictorial
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and literary evidence and actual examples indicate use of pelt blankets
throughout the entire Plains area as well as the Plateau region. It is
historically a man's blanket, although one appears in a photo of a Blackfoot
woman, and it is in contemporary use by Crow women.
These are the decorated saddle blankets of the Native Americans
living on the High Plains in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. As
functional objects, they developed because of the types of saddles in use by
the various groups who acquired the horse. As decorative articles, they
became part of both a complex of fancy horse gear and of a larger artistic

tradition. This study has not been exhaustive in that there is a need to
examine other major collections for examples of actual blankets as well as

historic photos. The Smithsonian Institution, American Museum of Natural
History, the Museum of the American lndianHeye Foundation, Peabody,
and Field museums all should have information that would extend this study,

as would European and Canadian institutions. These collections may hold
well documented pieces which would improve the available information on

provenience and dating. There is a specific need to acquire more data for
the Canadian and Southern Plains, as well as for adjacent areas such as the

Plateau and Great Basin. The Shoshone, Ute and Nez Perce were definitely
users of the horse and are pictured using decorative horse gear. Additional
information for them might add to the validity of shape as an indicator of

region and/or group. It is hoped that this study serves those who are
interested in Native American horse gear and will stimulate further inquiry

into the questions raised about saddle blankets, their development as unique
objects and their place in Plains art.
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GLOSSARY
BEADS

OG

II. Embroidery Beads
A. Pony Beads
Generally spherical, though varying in size and shape (Diam:
0.35-0.4 cm). Monochrome and opaque; teal blue, light and
dark red, white, black, deep yellow. Most popular 1800-40,
but still used by some tribes into twentieth century
B.

Seed Beads

Diam: 0.1-0.3 cm.
1. Venetian
Spherical; irregular in size. Opaque or translucent; large
variety of rich, soft colors.
Faceted on two to four sides; very small. Popular
1840-70 and later in Southern Plains
2. Bohemian, later. called Czechoslovakian; Ca. 1870 to present. Similar to Venetian but more vivid colors, more regular

CD®
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in size, and usually slightly larger.
a. Twentieth century; pressed porcelain, showing equatorial
band.
3. Japanese; twentieth century. Fewer and harsher colors than
in European beads. Uniform in size and shape.
C. Metallic faceted beads
Diam: 0.1 cm; facets on each side. Brass, silver-coated iron.
Also, glass beads with a metallic finish, easily confused with
actual metal beads.
D. Basket beads
Diam: 0.5 cm; tubular, faceted, thin walls; a form of bugle or
rod. Appeared on Central and Northern Plains around 1870,
and still in use.

(From Hail, 1980)
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TECHNIQUES

Lazy stitch - uses one thread to attach a row of beads with a small stitch at

'

each end. Repeated rows make up one lane (Conn, 1986).
=

=

=

Overlay, or pot stitch - uses two threads, one for stringing and one for
tacking the first thread in place. When used for Crow style geometric
designs, this is referred to as modified lazy stitch (ibid).

Two thread, one quill - each fold of the quill is held down by parallel rows of
stitching (Orchard, 1971).

HORSE GEAR

Apishamore - A decorative saddle trapping, rectangular with long
fringe, worn behind the saddle.
Crupper - a broad band of leather which is passed under the horses

tail and is attached to the saddle. Functionally it prevents the saddle from
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sliding forward on the horses back. It may be a simple arrangement of straps

or a U-shaped piece which covers the whole rump of the horse
Horse collar - among the Northern, Central and Southern Plains a

broad straight band decorated with bells, eagle feathers, or beadwork and

worn as a decoration around the horses neck. May also be used to describe
a chest ornament consisting of a broad neck band from which a square
decorated panel is suspended. An important piece among the Crow.
Martingale - originally a system of straps running from the bridle,

around the horse's chest to the saddle, It prevents the saddle from sliding

backward and keeps the horse's head down.
Pad saddle - a man's saddle, formed of two ovoid pillows, stuffed with

grass, hair or other material.

Prairie chicken snare saddle - a frame saddle with front and back
forks made of elk horn or wood. The rear horn may be replaced with a low

arched piece to resemble the Spanish cantles
Saddle blanket - a skin or textile piece used to provide some

protection for the horse's back and to keep the saddle from becoming dirty.
Usually significantly larger than the saddle, covering most of the horse's back.
Saddle pad - a shaped, multi-layered piece used to provide a better fit

between saddle and horse's back, usually not much larger than the saddle
itself.

Woman's high horn saddle - the traditional woman's saddle, with two
shaped side boards and 6-10" front and back horn. Usually used with a
saddle blanket underneath and additional robes or blankets for padding
folded on top.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: REFERENCES & ABBREVIATIONS FOR BLANKET DATA
Note: Tribal origin and date of manufacture are based on museum catalog notes and relevant literature.
Those designations of tribe and date which are verifiable are shown in Appendix A with shaded background.
Other designations, shown with white background, are based on curatorial and scholarly estimates.
ldentificaton of all other blanket traits has been determined by examination of material listed in this appendix.
M

PC

B*
B
M

B
M

PC
M

B
M

PC
B

B
B
M

B
B
B*
B
M

B

Museums
Private collections

B

AMERICAN INDIAN I AMERICAN FLAG
AMERICAN SCENE
BBHC - Buffalo Bill Historical Center
BLISH 1967
CHS - Colorado Historical Society
CROW FAIR 1966
DAM - Denver Art Museum
DAVIS & BENNEFELDT 1967
DMNH - Denver Museum of Natural History
ECONOMOS GALLERY
EWERS 1955
FARR 1984
FEDER 1962
FT.BRIDGER
HAIL 1980
HUNTER 1971
INDIAN ART MAGAZINE SP 1984
KURZ 1937
LMA - Lowie Museum of Anthropology
LYFORD 1979

PC

B*

B

PC
M

B*
M
M
M

B
M

B
M

B*
M

B*
B
B
B
M

Books referenced in bibliography
Books not referenced in bibliography
MATOTOPE GALLERY
MAURER 1977
MOHONK LODGE
MSHS - Montana State Historical Society
NEBRASKALAND, 1986
NEZ PERCE VISITOR CENTER
OHS - Oklahoma Historical Society
PAM - Portland Art Museum
PETERSON 1988
PMA - Philbrook Museum of Art
POINT 1967
SMI - Smithsonian Institution
SOTHEBY 4029
TGI - Thomas Gilcrease Institute
THE ANCESTORS
WALTON 1985
WILDSCHUT & EWERS 1959
WISSLER 1904
WSM - Wyoming State Museum

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

trapezoid

sthpes/geom.simple

canvas/wool/bead&pendarits

6

1. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE. EXAMINED BY AUTHOR
BBHC 225

CROW?

BBHC 40320

LAKQTA

1890

red bordered 4 sides stripes

hide/cloth/quillfbeadsltinklers

6

BBI-IC 403.22

LAKOTA

1885

I-I

geom., simple

hide/beads/bells

5

BBHC 403.25

LAKOTA

1880

H

geom., beg. comp.

hide/cloth/beadskibbon/bells

6

BBHC 403.49

CENT. PLAINS

1926?

H

geom., simple

hide/beads

4

BBHC 403 60

tAKOTA

19Q

rect bordered 4 sides geom simple

hide/cloth/quills/linklers/fluffs

5

BBHC 403.88

LAKOTA

1885

H

hide/cloth/beads

5

BBHC 403.91

NEZ PERCE

1870

rect. bordered-4 sides stripes

buffalo hide/stroud/beads

5

BBHC 416

CENT. PLAINS

1835

H

geom., simple

hide/stroud/ponybeads/tinklers

BBHC ON DISPLAY

BLACKFDOT?

rect. bordered-i side

floral

stroud/bells/beads

6

BBHC ON DISPLAY

LAKOTA

H

geom., simple

canvas/hide/beads

5

BBHC ON DISPLAY

LAKOTA?

H

geom complex

CHS E 2007.11

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., beg. comp.

canvas/hide/beads

9 met

CHS El 800.12

LAKOTA

H

geom., complex

canvas/hide/beads/bells/ribbons

7met.

CHS E2007.3

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., complex

hide/beads

8 met

DAM 1937.7

APACHE

redlanglewlringe

geometric/stripes

cotton

9

DAM 1937.153

APAC HE

1890

rectangle w fringe

geometric

hide/wool

DAM 1980.212

BLACKFOOT

1880 & 1930

reef. bordered-3 sides geom., simple

wool/beads

8

DAM 1985.100

LAKOTA

1880

H

geom., simple

hide/beads/bells/paint

5

DAM 1985.104

LAKOTA

1880

H

stripes

hide/quills/bells

3

DAM 1985 108

CROW

trapezoid

geometric

buffalo hide/stroud/beads/pendarils

7

DAM 1985.110

NEZ PERCE

trapezoid

geom., simple

hide/stroud/beads/pendarits

7

1S

t9O

1870

geom., simple

5'?

GENDER

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

1. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE, EXAMINED BY AUThOR (CONT)
TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

DAM BCHY 119 193930

CHEYENNE

1840?

H

buffalo hide/pony beads

4

CHEYENNE

1t

geom simple

DAM BChyi4 193677

H

geom

hide/cloth/beads

s met

DAM BCHY82 1952.220

CHEYENNE

1865-

H

geom., simple

hide/beads

5

DAM BCR 55 1945.244

CROW

DAM BC P14 1936 85

CJROW

DAM BCR57 1945.246

trapezoid

mple

geometric, stripes

canvas/wool/beads4endants

6

rect bordered-3sides geometric

can vas/stroud/beads/pen dants

9

CROW

trapezoid

geometric/floral

canvas/wool/beads/hide/pendants

10

DAM BC P66 1946.79

CROW

trapezoid

geometric, stripes

buffalo hide/wool/beads/pendants

7

DAM BFL 4 1945.252

FLATHEAD

red. bordered-i side

floral

wool/beads/bells

7

DAM BFL1O 1948.106

FLATHEAD

rect. bordered-3 sides floral

wool/beads/bells

6

DAM BS12 1927.14

LAKOTA

1865

rect. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

hide/dothibeadsfribbon/pendants

7

DAM BS174 1953.1 95

LAKOTA

1875-85

H

geom., simple

hide/beads/bells/paint

S

DAM BS9 1927.11

LAKOTA

1880

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beads/quills/bells

5

DAM BSS7 1950.94

SHOSHONE

H

geom., simple

hide/stroudibeads/bells

5

DMNH 2863

LAKOTA

.j9Ø

H

geom., complex

buffalo hide/canvas/beads/bells/sequins

DMNH 3413

APAPAHO

1S9

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beadskibbon

6 met

DMNH 3414

COMANCHE

1910-30

DMNH 3420

LAKOTA

DMNH 3421

LAKOTA

DMNH 3558

CENT. PLAINS

DMNH 3559

CHEYENNE

DMNH 401

LAKOTA

DMNH 4238
DMNH 4460

1936

[rectangle w fringe

met.

dots/stripes

hide/paint

4

H

geom., beg. comp.

canvas/hide/beads/bellskibbon/sequins

4 met

189

-1

geom., complex

canvasfhide/beadsMibbon

6 met

19O

H

geom., beg. comp.

hidefribbon/beads/bells/sequins

5 met

H

geom.simple&beg.com

hide/slroud/bells/beads

5

H

geom complex

canvas/hide/beads/bells/sequins

8 met

FLATHEAD

trapezoid

floral

wool/beads

9

BLACKFOOT?

red. bordered-3 s,des geometric.,floral

wool/beads

14

1q27

GENDEP

C
ci)

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

1. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE. EXAMINED BY AUThOR (CONT)

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

DMNH 468

CENT. PLAINS

1875-85

-4

geom. simple

canvasi'beads/bells

6

DMNH 5512

PL. OJIBWA

velvet/beads

10

DMNH 6784

CENT. PLAINS

1870

H

geom., beg. comp.

canvas/hide/beadsA-ibbon

4

DMNH 733

LAKOTA

1D

H

geom beg comp

hide/cloth/slroud/sequins/beads

5 met

DMNH 7747

CENT. PLAINS

1900?

H

geom. beg. comp.

hide/cloth/beads

3

DMNH 7879

LAKOTA

1910

H

geom., beg. comp.

canvas/hide/beads/bellskibbon

4

DMNH ON DISPLAY

LAKOTA

1890

H

geom., beg. comp.

hide/beads/bells/stroud

6

DMNH ON DISPLAY

LAKOTA

1900?

H

geom. complex

hide/fleece/beads/bells

9

ECONOMOS GALLERY

CHEYENNE?

1900

H

geom., simple

cotton/beads/bells/ribbons

S dk.bkgd

FT.BRIDGER 21.1.13

CENT. PLAINS

1890

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beads/quills/bells

6

PRIVATE COLLECTION

PL. OJIBWA

lobe

floral

stroud/beads/tassels

8

LMA2 18814

LAKOTA

1$

H

geom complex

hide/cloth/beads/bells

8

LMA 2-5503

BLACKFOOT

1901-

pelt

puma/decorated

peltistoud/bells

LMA2-68410

CENT. PLAINS

1880

H

geom., beg. comp.

hide/cloth/beads

MATOTOPE GALLERY

CHEYENNE?

H

geom., simple

hide/cloth/bells/paint

MATOTOPE GALLERY

NEZ PERCE?

1850+

pelt

otter

pett/stroudl/ermine/buttonslbells

NEZ PERCE VISITOR CENT.

NEZ PERCE

1900?

pelt

puma/decorated

pelt/slroud/wool/bells

PAM BL UNKNOWN ID

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., complex

hide/bells/beads

6

PMA 84.02.06

OSAGE?

H

floral/geometric

felt/canvas/beads/brooches/fringe

9

PMA Ml 2784

PLAINS CREE? 1910

red. bordered-3 sides floral

cotton/beads/tassels

6

TGI

CENT. PLAINS

rect. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

canvas/hide/beads/tinkle1-s/hair

5 met.

TGI

CENT. PLAINS

TGI 8426.655

CENT. PLAINS

rect. bordered-3 sides floral

1900

1880

1880?

H

stripes/animal head

canvas/hide/quill/sequins/paint/fiuff

H

geom. simple

hide/beads/bells/paint

6

6

GENDEF

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

1. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE. EXAMINED BY AUTHOR (CON'T)
TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

stripes

MATERIALS

WSM 19.2515

LAKOTA?

H

WSM 58.18.32

LAKOTA?

red. bordered-4 sides stripes

hide/cloth/quill

WSM 58.18.33?

LAKOTA?

1920?

red. bordered-4 sides stripes

cotton/wool/sequins/quillmbbon

WSM 58.18.34

CHEYENNE

1950?

H

COLOR

carivas/hide/quill/bellslsequins/fluff

geom., simple

canvas/hide/beads/bejls

4 dk bkgd

2. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE, PHOTOS FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES
AMER lND/ AMER FLAG

LAKOTA

1890

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7

AMER IND/AMER FLAG

LAKOTA

11

H

geom complex

cloth/hide/beads/bells

9 met

AMER SCENE, XVI-1

CROW

trapezoid

geom., simple

canvas/hide/beads4endanls

CHS El 800

LAKOTA

1885-1 910

H

geom., complex

canvas/hide/beads

5

COULTER BAY

LAKOTA

19th century

H

geornetric,comp

hide, beads

4

DAM BCR56 (card)

CROW

rect. bordered-3 sides floral/geometric

canvas/hide/wool/beads

7

DAM BCR 97 (card)

CROW

trapezoid

stripes/geometric

canvas/pendants

9

DAM BS38 (card)

LAKOTA

H

geom. complex

hide/dlothlbeads/bellsfribbon

5

PRIVATE COLLECTION

BLACKFOOT?

rect. bordered-3 sides floral

wool/beads

6

PRIVATE COLLECTKJN

LAKOTA

H

hide/clothlbeadsfribbon/bells

5

PRIVATE COLLECTION?

UTE

canvas/stroud/beads/pendants

8'?

HAIL 1980 fig 301

HVEt4

1875-85

geom., beg. comp.

rect. bordered-3 sides stripes/geometric

md 19th

H

geom., simple

hide/beads/tube beads

10+2,dk. b

geom., beg. comp.

HAlL 1980 fig 302

CENT. PLAINS

1885?

H

dloth/hidelbeadslbeflsfribbon

5 met 4kb

IND.ART MAG. SP 1984

LAKOTA

1850 c.

rect. bordered-4 sides stripe/geom., simple

hide/quills/beads

2&3

IND.ART MAG. W 1980

NORTH, PLAINS 19th c.

rect. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

hide/beads/tinklei-s/horsehair'?

L- BROWNING

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beads/bells/quills

5

L- CHADRONI MUS.

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp.

dloth/hideibeadsitinklersihair

5

GENDER

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

2. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE, PHOTOS FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES (CONT)
TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

L- COLTER BAY

LAKOTA

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

4

L-PRIVATE COLLECTION

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp,

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7 dk bkgd

L- DUCK LAKE, SASK.

PLAINS CREE

lobe

floral

clothibeads

5+

L- EDMONTON

PLAINS CREE

lobe

floral

cloth/beads/braid

6

L- GILCREASE

PLAINS CREE

lobe

floral

cloth/beads/ribbon/tassels

6

L- HERSHEY, PA M(JS.

LAKOTA

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads/bells

5

L- KOSHARE MUS.

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp

cloth/hide/beads

5

L- KOSHARE MUS.

LAKOTA

H

georn, simple

cloth/hide/beads

5

L- PRIVATE COLLECTION

LAKOTA

H

geom beg comp

hide/beads

7 dk bkgd

L- LUXTON

LAKOTA

rect. bordered-4 sides stripe/geom.smp

hide/quills/beads/fluffies

3&4

L- MONOCK

CROW

trapezoid

stripe/geom. simp.

cloth/hide/beads

6

L- NE. HIST. SOC.

CHEYENNE?

H

geom., beg comp

hide/beads

5 dk bkgd

L- PAWHUSKA HIST, MUS.

CHEYENNE

H

geom simple

cloth/hide/beads/quills

5

L- SAN DIEGO MUS. OF MAN CROW

trapezoid

stripe/geoni.simp.

cloth/hide/beads/pendan'ts

4+?

L- SD HIST. SOC..

LAKOTA?

red. bordered-4 sides geom. simp/floral

cloth?,hide,beads,tassels

8

L- ST. FRANCIS MUS., SD

LAKOTA

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

5 met.'?

L- STA. BARBARA MUS.

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp

cloth/hide/beads/bells

5

L-ALBERTA PROVINCIAL MUSE PLAINS CREE

4-lobed

floral

cloth, beads, fringe

iD

L-AMNH 50.1/7503

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom simp

hide, beads, tinklers

3

L-CODY

CROW

trapezoid

stripe,simp geom.

clothlhidelbeads/pend.

4

L-CODY

CROW

trapezoid

stripesimp geom.

cloth/hide/beads/pend.

4

L-CODY

CROW

trapezoid

geom.

hide, beads

7

L-COLTER BAY

CROW

trapezoid

geom, simple

cloth/beads

6

GEt'JDEF

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

2. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE, PHOTOS FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES (CON'T)

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

L-PRIVATE COLLECTION

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

CENT. PLAINS

H

stripe

hide, cloth, beads

2

L-GILCREASE

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., comp.

hide, cloth, beads

4

L-GILCREASE

OJIBWA/CREE

4-lobed

floral

cloth, beads, tassels

7

L-GRANI) RAPIDS

CREE?

rect. bordered-4 sides floral

hide, cloth, beads, fringe

7

L-OVER MUS.

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., beg. comp.

clothlhide/beadslpaint(figures)

6

L-PAWNEE BILL MUS.

LAKOTA?

H

geom., simple &?

cloth/hide! beads

3

L-PHOTO MPM

CENT. PLAINS

H

stripe

hide, beads

2

L-PHOTO NO ID

CENT. PLAINS

H

stripe

hide?, pony beads

3

L-PHOTO NO ID

CROW

trapezoid

geom., simple

cloth/beads/pend.

7

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide! beads

4 met.

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA

H

stripe/figure

hide/cloth?/quill

2

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA

H

geom. comp,

cloth, hide, beads

6

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA

H

hrom., simp.

cloth, beads

5

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA?

H

geom. ,beg.comp, figure

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7 dk.bkgd.

L-PHOTO NO ID

LAKOTA?

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hideibeads/bellsfribbon

6

L-PHOTO NO ID

PLAINS CREE

lobe

floral

cloth/beads

12

L-PHOTO NO ID

PLATEAU

trapezoid

floral

cloth, beads

8

L-PHOTO NO ID

PLATEAU?

recl.bordered -3 sides floral

cloth, beads

7

L-PHOTO NO ID

PLATEAU?

rect. bordered-i side

floral

cloth, beads

7

L-PHOTO NO ID

PLATEAU?

red. bordered-4 sides floral

cloth, beads

4

L-PIERRE

LAKOTA

red. bordered-4 sides stripe/geom.simp.

hide/quills/bead

3&1

L-PRAIRIE

NORTH. PLAiNS

lobe

floral

clothibeads

6

L-S.D. HIST. SOC.

LAKOTA

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beads/bells

6 dk.bkgd.

GENDEP

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

2. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE. PHOTOS FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES (CONT)

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

L-WOOLOROC

LAKOTA

L-WOOLOROC

LAKOTA

LA SW 1806.18

CROW

LA SW1 832.20

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

H

geom. comp.

cloth, hide, beads

4

red, bordered -4 sides stripe, geom. simp.

hide, quills, beads, hair

4&3

trapezoid

stripe/geom/floral

canvas/stroud/beads/pendants

7

LAKOTA

H

stripe/geom/floral

canvas/hide/quill

PRIVATE COLLECTION

CREE?

4-lobed

floral

cloth, beads, fringe

LYFORD 1979

LAKOTA

1880

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beads/bells

PRIVATE COLLECTION

CROW

1910

trapezoid

geom., complex

canvas/stroud/beads/pendants

6

MAURER 1977, 201

CHEYENNE

1855?

H

stripe/georn.simp.

hide/beads

5, pony

MOHONK LODGE #1

CHEYENNE

1900

H

geom., complex

canvas/hide/beads

6

MOHONK LODGE #2

CHEYENNE

1900

H

geom., complex

canvas/hide/beads

MOHONK LODGE #3

CHEYENNE

1900

H

geom., complex

canvas/hide/beads

4

MOHONK LODGE #4

CHEYENNE

1940-

H

geom., beg. comp.

canvas/hide/beads

5

MSHS NO ID #

CROW

1920

trapezoid

stripe

cloth, beads

PAM BL 82.1.51

LAKOTA

1880

rect. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

PRIVATE COLLECTION

ARAPAHO?

SMI

LAKOTA

SMI 2975-0-1

NEZ PERCE?

SOTHEBY 4029 357

LAKOTA

H

SOTHEBY 4078 316

UTE

SOTHEBY 4078Y 315

1910

12

velvetlhide/beads/quills/tinklers

H

geometric,?

hide/cloth/beads/bellskibbon

8 met

H

stripe

cloth/hide/beadds

2

trapezoid

geom.

cloth, beads

geom., beg. comp.

clothlbide/beads/bellsfribbon

6 met

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beads/bells

6

LAKOTA

H

geom beg comp

hide/beads/bells

6 met

SOTHEBY 4166 59A

CHEYENNE

H

geom., beg. comp.

hide/beads

S

SOTHEBY 416660

CENT. PLAINS

H?

geom., beg. comp.

hide/beads/bells/paint

7

SOTHEBY 4366 61

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7 met

c.1855

GENDEF

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

2. EXTANT BLANKETS NOT IN USE, PHOTOS FROM MISCELLANEOUS SOURCES (CONT)
DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7 met,

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads/bells

4 (dk.bkgd

SOTHEBY 4472Y 128

CENT. PLAINS

SOTHEBY 4824y 400

LAKOTA

SOTHEBY 4842y 401

LAKOTA

H

georn., beg. comp.

hide/cloth/beads/bells

6 met

SOTHEBY 5465 124

LAKOTA

H

geom. beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beadsl bells

6+

SOTHEBY 5465 320

PLATEAU

lobe

floral

cloth/beads'ibbon

SOTHEBY 5522 173

L4KOTA

H

geom., beg. comp.

hideibeadslhorsehair/tinklers

6

SOTHEBY 5522 174

CENT. PLAINS

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beads/bells

6+

SOTHEBY 5643 186

LAKOTA

H

geom., complex

hidefclothlbeads/beltsfribbon

geom. complex

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7 met.

I
1890

1890

SOTHEBY 5643 187

LAKOTA

WALTON 1985, 280

LAKOTA

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads/bells

7

WALTON 1985, 282

BLACKFOOT?

rect. bordered-i side

floral

cloth/beads/tin klers

5

WALTON 1985, 283

LAKOTA

H

stripe

cloth/h ide/quills/fluffies/bells

3

WALTON 1985, 285

LAKOTA

1880?

H

geom., beg. comp.

cloth/hide/beads/basket beads/betls

5+2

WISSLEP 1904

LAKOTA

1904 c.

rect. bordered-4 sides stripe

cloth/hide/quill

2

&90.

GENDER

3. BLANKETS IN USE. CONTEMPORARY AND HISTORIC PHOTOS
BAE 3685

1868

rectangle

undecorated

cloth?

CROW FAIR 1966

196&

pelt

puma

cloth/pelt

5+

CROW FAIR 1966

196

pelt

puma

cloth/pelt

5+

196

trapezoid

stripe

.AKOTA

CROW FAIR 1966

ew

cloth/heads

5+

F

CROW FAIR 1966

POW

196S

trapezoid

stripe

cloth/beads

5+

F

CROW FAIR 1966

CfOW

196&

trapezoid

stripe

cloth/heads

5+

F

CROW FAIR 1966

CROW

196&

trapezoid

stripe/floral

cloth/beads

5+

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

3. BLANKETS IN USE. CONTEMPORARY AND HISTORIC PHOTOS (CONT)
TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

GENDEF

CROW FAIR 1966

CROW

1966

trapezoid

floral

cloth/beads

5+

F

DAM 1976

tAKOTA

191

H

geom., complex

hide/cloth/beads

F

DAM 1981

t,AKOT4

11

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

F

DAM 1981

LAKQTA

1tQ'

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

F

DAM 2902-b-iS

.WALLA WALLA

pelt

puma/undecorated

pelt

DMNH 77-009

CQW

trapezoid

stripe/geom.simp.

doth/stroud/beads/pendants

DMNH 77-015

CHOW

stripe/geom.simp

cloth/stroud/beads/pendants

DMNH 79-045

LAKOTA

FARR 1984

aLAcI(FOOT

FARR 1984

8LACKFQQT

11Z

reef. bordered-4 sides bordered

cloth

1898

reel. bordered-3 sides curvilinear

cloth/stroud/beads/pendants

l94C

reef. bordered-i side

floral

cloth/beads

H

r

M

F

FEDER 1962

KIOW....

geom., beg. comp.

beads/cloth

HAIL 1980 tig 166

CROW

1890

trapezoid

stripe

hide/beads/pendants

HAIL 1980 g.1

LAKOTA

1927

I-I?

geom., simple

MSHS

1B94

textile

MSHS

l2

trapezoid

stripe

cloth, beads

F

H

geom., simp.

cloth, beads

F

193k

F

NO ID

CENT, PLAINS

NO ID

M
M

trapezoid

stripe

cloth, beads

OHS 3574-191

eHYNNE

ft3

H

geom., beg. comp.

?/beads

OHS 3637

CHEt4NE

1t

H

geom., beg. comp.

?/beads/bells

OHS 8966

KIOWA

H

geometric,?

?/beads/bells

OHS16626

LAKOTA?

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads/bells

0HS19160.75

LAKOTA?

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

SMI 26

FLATHEAD

...
1920c

F

reef., bordered-4 sides floral

cloth, sequins, bells

F

3. BLANKETS IN USE, CONTEMPORARY AND HISTORIC PHOTOS (CONT)

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

COLOR

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

trapezoid

stripe

cloth, beads

F

1

trapezoid

stripe/geometric

cloth, beads

F

CROW

19O

1rapezoid

geometric

cloth, beads

F

SMI 86128

CROW

1906

trapezoid

floral

cloth, beads

F

UNIDENTIFIED PHOTO

KIOWA

H

geometric

cloth/hide/beads

M

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

SMI 3421-B-S

CROW

SMI 47733

CROW

SMI 486134

DATE
1900

GENDER

4. BLANKETS IN USE. HISTORIC DRAWINGS & PAINTINGS
BIERSTADT

SHOSHONE'?

186

red. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

cloth/beads

3

BIERSTADT

SHOSHONE'?

186

red. bordered-4 sides geom, simple

cloth/beads

3

BIERSTADT

SHOSHONE?

183

rect. bordered-4 sides geom. simple

cloth/beads

3

BLISH 1967 104

CI1VNNE

1890

BLISH 196716

I,AKOTA

f86c

BLISH 1967 17

LAKOTA

BLI SH 1967 17

LAI4OTA

BLISH 1967 235

F

rectangle

undecorated

rectangle

undecorated

rectangle

undecorated

hide with hair

M

156 c

rectangle

undecorated

hide with hair

M

I..AOTA

i85618

rectangle

undecorated

M

BLISH 1967 235

LATA

16188

rectangle

undecorated

M

BLISH 1967 305

LAKOTA

18fl

rectangle

undecorated

F

BLISH 1967 329

1,.AKtDIA

H

geom., simple

F

BLISH 1967 329

LAkXTA

t98, 19O

H

geom., simple

F

BLISH 1967 330

IAKOTA

¶898, 903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 331

LAI(OTA

¶898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 331

LAKOTA

898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

F

BLISH 1967 331

LAKOTA

1898. 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide! beads

F

.

898, 903

textile

M

F

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

4. BLANKETS IN USE, HISTOIlC DRAWINGS & PAINTINGS (CON'I)

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

BLISH 1967 331

LAKOTA

1898, 1903

rect bordered-4 sides geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

M

BLISH 1967 331

LAKOTA

1898, 1903

red. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

M

BUSH 1967 333

IAKQTA

1898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 333

LAKOTA

1898. 13

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BUSH 1967 334

I,AKQTA

1898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 334

LAKQTA

1898. 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BUSH 1967335

LAKQTA

1898,1903

-1

geom., simple

clothThideibeads

BLISH 1967 335

LKQtp

1898. 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 335

IAKQTA

1898, 1903

rect. bordered-4 sides bordered

cloth'?

M

BLISH 1967 335

IAK7tA

1898, 1903

red bordered-4 sides bordered

cloth?

M

BLISH 1967 337

LAKCJI'A

1898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

F

BLISH 1967 337

lAKOTA

1898, 1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 337

I..AKOTA

1898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

BUSH 1957 337

LAKyrA

¶B98, 1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 337

LAKOIA

898, 1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 337

LAKOTA

1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 337

l,.AKtDT&

198, 1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BLISH 1967 337

LAKOTA

198, 1903

H

geom., complex

cloth/hide/beads

BUSH 1967 337

LAKIDIA

t891903

H

geom., simple

BUSH 1967 337

LAKcrrA

1898-1903

H

geom., simple

BLISH 1967 337

tAK1A

181903

H

geom., simple

beads/ cloth

F

BUSH 1967 337

L&KJTA

1898-1903

red. bordered-4 sides geom., simple

beads/ cloth

F

BLISH 1967 337

L&KtYrA

1898-103

rect. bordered-4 sides bordered

cloth

F

STYLE

MATERIALS

COLOR

GENDEF

F

F

F

F

F

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA
BLANKET LOCATION

4. BLANKETS IN USE, HISTORK DRAWINGS & PAINTINGS (CONi)
TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

BLISH 1967 340

LAKOTA

189&t903

H

stri.e

cloth/hide/beads?

F

BLISH 1967 341

LAKQTA

1898, 1903

H

geom., simple

cloth/hide/beads

F

BLISH 1967 341

L.AKQTA

1898, 1903

H

bordered

cloth

M

BUSH 1967 354

LAKOTA

1898, 1903

H

geom. simple

cloth/hide/beads

F

BLISH 1957 406

LAKOTA

1898-1903

H

geom, simple

beads/ cloth

F

BLISH 1967 42

LAKOTA

186-f$8

rectangle

undecorated

BLISH 1967 54

CROW

183618$

rectangle

undecorated

M

BLISH 1967 54

CROW

18188

rectangle

undecorated

M

BLISH 1967 57

CROW

1898188

rect bordered-3 sides?

BUSH 1967 57

CROW

f188

rect bordered-3 sides?

BLISH 1 967 6

LAKOTA

o,

BLISH 19677

1.AKOTA

BLISH 19677

MATERIALS

COLOR

GENDEF

M

F
F

rectangle

undecorated

186 ,

H

geom., simple

beads/cloth?

F

LAKOTA

f8%,

H

geom simple

beads/cloth?

F

BLISH 1967 7

LAKOTA

86 o

red. bordered-4 sides undecorated

BLISH 1967 7

I,AOTA

c

rect. bordered-4 sides undecorated

BLISH 1967 7

LAKtTA

f86 c

rect. bordered-4 sides undecorated

BLISH 1967 7

tAKcTp.

858 c

rect. bordered-4 sides undecorated

BLISH 196782

I,AKQT&

BLISH 196782

LAKOTj

BLISH 196787

LAOTA

HUNTER 1971 tig 89

MEfl$

HUNTER 1971 fig 89
HUNTER 1971 fig 67

MTI

F

F
F
F

F

1618,8

rectangle

undecorated

M

6188

rectangle

undecorated

M

pelt

puma/undecorated

pelt/cloth

M

146'i848

hide, untrimmed

undecorated

hide

M

'.R46'i848

hide, untrimmed

undecorated

hide

M

t8464848

hide, untrimmed

undecorated

hide

M

890c

APPENDIX A: BLANKET DATA

4. BLANKETS IN USE, HISTORIC DRAWINGS & PAINTINGS (CON'T)

BLANKET LOCATION

TRIBE

DATE

SHAPE

STYLE

MATERIALS

HUNTER 1971 fig XX

MTL

1846f84e

hide, untrimmed

undecorated

hide

M

KURZ 1937

OROW

18Q

rectangle

stñpe/geom.

hide/beads or quills

M

KURZ 1937

QROW

181

pelt

puma/undecorated

pelt

M

KURZ 1937

IOWA

181

pelt

undecorated

deer?

F

MCKAY

BLACKFOOT

183

pelt

puma/undecorated

hide/cloth

M

MSHS, WO-HAW

KIOWA

trapezoid

geom. border-3 sides

PEThRSON 1988, 67

AAPAHO

18$

pelt

puma

hide/cloth

POINT 1967

$LMKFOOT

184Q147

rectangle

undecorated

hide

M

POINT 1967

BLAOKFOOT

1840.f847

rectangle

undecorated

hide

M

SOTHEBY4472Y

CROW

rectangle

undecorated

I-I

geom., siriple

pelt

bordered

hide/cloth

2

rect. bordered-3 sides bordered

hide/cloth

3

rectangle

undecorated

hide

decorated

hide, quills, beads

1370

[1889

TI-IE A,iCESTORS

COLOR

GENDEF

M

4

M

M

hide/clth/leacis

F

5. BLANKETS & BLANKET USE, VERBAL REPORTS
DAVIS & BENNEFELDT 1967
EWERS 1945

WERS 1955

CROW

1833

KACKIOOT
CROW

GRINNELL 1923

CHEYNfSE

WILOSCHUT & EWERS 1959

CROW

WISSLER

LAKOTA

1920

rect. bordered-3 sides stripe
stripe

M

W

hide/cloth/beads

hide, quills

i

w
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APPENDIX B: BLANKET SHAPE DLSTRtBUTION BY TRIBE
TRIBE

H Trp

Hid

Pit Lob R-O

NORTHERN PLAINS
Blackloot
31

2

4

5

3

8

Metis

4

TOTAL NORTH. PLAINS

4

0

CENTRAL PLAINS
Arapaho

25

Cheyenne

18

Lakota

98

31

6

2

R-4 TOTAL
2

9

7

0

3

5

12

5

45

ii

2

1

12

2

74

1

26
3

1

19

1

ii

1

Iowa

23

133

24

182

1

0

143

0

3

1

0

12

SOUTHERN PLAINS
Comanche

0

0

0

0
1

Kiowa

4

Osage

1

0

5

1

4
1

0

0

PLATEAU

0

0

1

0

0

0

6

1

1

1

4

1

5

1

Flathead

1

NezPerce

2

Walla Walla
TOTAL PLATEAU

R-3

1

2

Plains Ojibwa I Cree

TOTAL SOUTH. PLAINS

R-1

i

Crow

TOTAL CENT. PLAINS

R-f

1

2
1

0

0

3

3

1
1

0

0

1

1

ii

2

GREAT BASIN

0

Shoshone

1

Ute

1

TOTAL GREAT BASIN

0

2

4

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

6

3

SOUTHWEST

0

Apache

2

2

TOTAL SOUTHWEST

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

TOTAL

4

150

34

12

10

19

3

4

14

31

Hid - Hide blanket

R-O - Rectangle, no decoration

H-

R-f - rectangle, fringed

H-shaped blanket

2
281

Trp - trapezoid-shaped blanket
PIt - animal pelt

A-i - rectangle decorated on 1 border

Lob - lobe-shaped blanket

R-4 - rectangle decorated on 4 borders

R-3 - rectangle decorated on 3 borders
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APPENDIX C: DISTRIBUTION OF BLANKETS OF KNOWN DATE
DECADE

NUMBER

DATE

TRIBE

SHAPE

1830

1

1833
1833

BLACKFOOT
CROW

pelt
pelt

2
4

1840-1847
1846-1848

rectangle
hide, untrimmed

1

mid i9thc.

1

1850

1

1851

1

1851

BLACKFOOT
METIS
CHEYENNE
CROW
CROW
IOWA
CROW
CROW
LAKOTA
LAKOTA
LAKOTA
SHOSHONE?
LAKOTA
CROW
KIOWA
LAKOTA
LAKOTA
ARAPAHO
ARAPAHO

1

1840

1850

2

2
2

1860

4
9
3
1

1870

1

1
1

1880

1
1

1890

2
5
1
1

10
1
1

1

28
6
1

1900

2
1

1910

1920

2
3
2
2
1

1
1

1930

1
1

1940
1960

1

2
5

1856-1858
1856-1858
1856 c.
1856 c.
1856 c.
1863
1868
1870
1870 c.
1877
1880
1882
1890
1890
1890
1890 c.
1890
1890 c.
1893
1894

1898, 1903
1898, 1903
1899
1900 c.
1900
1906
1910
1912
1913
1920
1920
1927
1938
1939
1940
1966
1966

H

rectangle
pelt
pelt
rect. bordered-3 sides?
rectangle
H

rect. bordered-4 sides
rectangle
rect. bordered-4 sides
rectangle
trapezoid
trapezoid
rectangle
H

pelt
H

CENT. PLAINS H
CHEYENNE
CHEYENNE
LAKOTA
LAKOTA
KIOWA
CROW
LAKOTA
LAKOTA
BLACKFOOT
CROW
LAKOTA
CROW
LAKOTA
CROW
CHEYENNE
CROW
CROW
LAKOTA
CROW
KIOWA
BLACKFOOT
CROW
CROW

H

rectangle
H

pelt
H

textile
H

rect. bordered-4 sides
rect. bordered-3 sides
trapezoid
rect. bordered-4 sides
trapezoid
H

trapezoid
H

rect. bordered-3 sides
trapezoid
H

trapezoid
H

rect. bordered-i side
pelt
trapezoid

